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M.A. thesis by Jean Elizabeth Alford Ziade 

Rifaiah al-,!,ahvawi (1801-1873) is acknowledged to be one of the 

most significant figures in the modernization of Egyptian society_ This 

thesis is a study of his three most important books. The first three 

chapters describe 'fahviw!' s concepts of freedan, equality and justice. 

These principles are closely intertwined; they are a prerequisite for the 

prosperity and contentment of citizens. The fourth chapter explains that 

the ldngdan is essential for the existence and achievement of the above

mentioned principles. Similarly a just, wise ruler is necessary to 

maintain order and stability. The rights and duties of subjects, civil 

disobedience and government by representation are outlined in the fifth 

and sixth chapters. Present throughout the thesis are two themes, both 

of which deal with t'aht;awS:' s simultaneous possession of two cultures; his 

attempt at reconciliation of the two cultures and the mingling of liberal 

French ideas with those of an Azharite shaykh. These two themes reach a 

culmination in chapter seven, which describes the existence of two 

parallel systems of law and authority in a state. 



UN ABSTRAIT 

de 

La pensee politigue de Rira'ah al-Tahlia'Wi 

These de ma:1trise es Arts de Jean Elizabeth Alford Ziade 

Rira'ah al-Tahtawi (1801-1873) est reconnu d'etre un des 

individus les plus significatifs de la modernisation de la societe 

egyptienne. Cette these est une etude des ces trois livres lea plus 

importants. Les premiers trois chapitres decrivent ses concepts de 

liberte, d t egalite et de justice. Ces trois principes sont entremeles; 

ils sont des prerequis pour la prosperite et la satisfaction des 

citoyens. Le quatrieme chapitre explique que le royaume est essentiel 
A 

pour l' existence et la realisation des principes ci-baut. De meme, un 

roi juste et sage est necessaire pour maintenir It ordre et la stabilite. 

Les droits et les devoirs des sujets, la desobeissance civile et le 

gouvernement par representation sont esquisses anx cinquieme et sixieme 
, ~, 

chapitres. Presents partout dans la these sont deux themes qui traitent 

la possession simultanee de Tahtawi de deux cultures~ son effort de 

reconcilier les deux cultures et le melange des idees franQaises 

li~rales avec celles d' un shaykh azharite. Ces deux themes culminent 

au chapitre sept qui decrit l' existence de deux systemes paralleles de 

droit et dtautorite dans l,etat. 
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PREFACE 

It is unfortunate that there is a notable lack of studies on 

Rira'ah al-Tahtawf, whether in European languages or even in 

Arabic. While studies exist which deal with various aspects of Tahtam' s 

life, there are few which even touch on his political thought, none of 

which could be considered to be approaching the comprehensive. It is 

hoped that this thesis will provide the needed study. 

Tahtawr's three major works have been used as a base for this 

present study. Takhlip al-ibriz fi ta.Udlip Biriz, the description of his 

sojourn in France, was originally published in 1834 (1250 A.H.). I have 

made use of the third edition of 1958, with forew:>rd and edition by Mahdi 

'Al1am, AlJmad .Al}m.ad Bada14 and Anwar Ltlqa, published in Cairo by the 

Wlzarat al-Thaqafah wa al-Irshad al-Qalllli. Manahij al-albab al-Misriyah 

fi mabahij al-idab al._I a§rtyah, intended as a plan for the progress of 

Egypt, was first published in 1869 (1286 A.H.). The second edition of 

1912, published in Cairo by Ma'tobafat Sharikat al-Ragha"ib, has been 

used here. 'fah~awif s third most outstanding book, written as a guide to 

be used in schools, is Murshid al.-amin li al.-banat wa al-banin. The 

original edition of 1872 (1290 A.H.) published in Bfil.!q by Ma~taat a1-Madiris 

al-Malaldyah has been referred to. 

These three works are recognized by all to be 'fah~awr' s most 

important and the most representative of his thought. Therefore it has 
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been considered justifiable to base a study of his political thought on 

these three volumes. Few secondary sources have been used in this study. 

Not only are those which deal with his political thought rare; it has 

been deemed preferable to examine Tah~awit s writings and thought at first

hand. 

I wish to aclmowledge my appreciation for the assistance offered 

by my husband in the preparation of this thesis, in particular, with the 

revision of translations from the Arabic; for the encouragement and advice 

offered by Dr. Richard Verdery ()f the Institute of Islamic Studies; and 

for the typing of drafts and the final typescript by my mother. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For a long time Muslims had been satisfied with examining and 

reexamining their own past. They were under the impression of the glory 

of the past and thus felt a canplete self-satisfaction with their own lite, 

their ethics and the Shad'a. This dauinant idea of self-satisfaction and 

superiority was badly shaken by the cannon of Napoleon at.1acking Cairo. 

The seeds for Tahliiwi's attitude toward the West were planted 

slowly and indirectly by scholars such as al-Jabart1. and Shaykh ijasan 

al.!A~~ir, who was VahliiwI's teacher. The era during Tah~in' s childhood 

and period in al-Azhar is worthy of further study. It is in this period 

that one may find the groundwork for Tahiiwi's acceptance of western 

liberal concepts. Jab4~ may be taken as the suprEJllle example of this 

period of one who approved of many aspects of the West while at the same time 

he rejected others. It should be noted that it was chronologically 

possible that Tah~iwi had met Jabarti. 

M~arrnnad I AI!, who seized Egypt fran the Mamelukes, was convinced 

that the way to face the superiority of the West was to copy it. Atter 

establishing himself as Egypt's dominant, almost independent ruler he 

began to set forth his program of modernization. Later on Rifa' ah 

al-Tahliawi was to find himself a part of this program and was,in fact, to 

become its most outstanding success. 

1 
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Rifa' ah Rlif'i' al.-Taht;awi was born in 1801 in Taht;i, Upper Egypt, 

of a recently impoverished but well-educated family. When Taht;tb4 was 

still young his father died. His uncles who became his guardians saw to 

it that he became well-entrenched in a program of traditional education and 

in 1817 he entered al-Azhar. The main influence at this period was from 

his teacher, Shaykh IJasan al~At;t;ar. It is most likely that Taht;aw5: came 

, into contact with new trends of thought through al.-At;t;ar, who had had a 

direct contact and friendship with sane of the French officers and 

scientists in Egypt. 

Taht;a'Wi was appointed an imim in };[ul}.arnmad ~Ali I S army, and in 1826, 
, 

with the recommendation of Shaykh al-At;t;ar, was sent as ~ on an 

educational mission to France. These missions fomed a major part of 

Mul)arnmad 'AliI s program of acquiring European technology, the major 

emphasis being on military sciences. 

During the next five years Taht;awi went beyond his simple duty as 

imim who was to look after the spiritual well-being of the ft,udents. Al

though he was not required to learn French in his position as imam, he 

read and studied with great eagerness and seems to have surpassed the 

regular students. On his own he read works of Montesquieu, Voltaire, 

Rac1ne and Rou8seau and observed the French culture and way of life. He 

thus was able to absorb ideas of the French Enlightenment, as well as the 

political issues behind the 1830 revolt of which he was an eye-witness. 

When !aht;awi returned to Egypt in 1831 he entered Mul)ammad 'Al!' s 

new system of schools as a translator. In 1836 he became head of the new 

School of Languages, which was intended to take the place of al-Azhar, 
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where those who were to fill the new administrative and military 

positions in Egypt were trained. In 1841 'taht;awi also became head of a 

bureau of translation and editor of al-Waga'i ~ al-m1§rl:y:a. Taht;iwi held 

great innuenre in this period; after the death of MUQammad 'All: this was 

to change, and in 1850 he was exiled to the Sudan by 'Abbas. Sa'id recall

ed him in 1854; it was later under Iama'l:l that he enjoyed the widest 

innuence. Among other achievements, Tahta14 was editor of Rawdat al-madaris 

from 1870 until his death in 1873 and was among those who were responsible 

for the new educational systEm. His infiuence spread well beyond the field 

of translation. It covered such widespread fields as the press, the 

promotion of' the usage of' the Arabic language over Turkish, the rev!val of 

interest in Arabic literature and such works as Ibn Khald1hl's Mugaddimah, 

the improvement of education, including education for girls and the foster

ing of ideas of patriotism. Through his writings in the press, his 

several books of patriotic poetry and his work on PhaI8Qlic Egypt he 

aroused an interest in a continuum with the past and in Egypt as a nation. 

His Takhli§ stands out among the multitudes of translations of military 

and scientific works as a remarkable document of his age. 

From reading his works, especially Takhlif, one may say that 

Taht;iwi had truly comprehended another civilization and culture. He was 

afterwards to live with these two cnltures in mind. 'While on one hand he 

did not discard his traditional Islamic culture, on the other hand he re

spected and admired the French. 'When Tahtawi returned to Egypt his attempt 

to reconcile the t wo cultures began. This was partially accomplished 

through Takbltl and by incorporating some of his newly acquired cultUre 

into his profession as teacher and translator. Murshid and Manahij were 
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also indirect attempts at reconciliation of the two cultures. These 

books, intended for the students of Egypt, advocated the refom of 

education and the promotion of ideas of justice, equality and freedom.. 

The most direct attempt at reconciliation is to be seen in 

Tahiawi' s description of the existence of two civilizations and two 

systems of law and a aninistration through which one may achieve equal 

results of prosperity and contentment. These parallel systems are to be 

examined in chapter seven of this thesis. 

Another result of Tahian's acquiring of two cultures is the 

mixture of conservative and liberal thought to be found in his writings. 

Ideas and a frae of mind developed in al-Azhar mingle with the concepts 

of the French Enlightenment. A balance is reached, although this solution 

is later to be proven sanewhat simplistic. 

Sources for the stugy of Tahtln 

There is a scarcity of studies of any depth on 'fah:l/i14. The 

five sources which could be considered to be the most important in English 

or French are those by Khaldtin S. al--Husry, Ibrahim Abn-Lughod, Anouar 

Abdel-Malek, .Albert Hourani and Leon Zolondek. l Of these, the first four 

are books, only portions of which are devoted to Tahiiwi. In fact, it is 

only al-Husry vho has devoted a considerable section to the study of 

Tahii14. The fifth major source for the Etudy of t'ahiawi in English or 

French, by Zolondek, is only a short article • 

.An important contribltion to the study of 'fahia'id: has recently 

appeared in Arabic. It isa series of reeditions of 'fahian's works, with 

a major introduction, by MUb-amm.ad 'Amara. Three volumes which contain the 

http:MUb-amm.ad
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most outstanding works of Tah~iwi have been published. 2 Four other books 

which should be considered as major sources on Taht;iwi are by Louis'AwaQ., 

~ilil} Majd1:, Al}mad Al}mad Badawi and Jamat. al-Mn al-8hayyn.J The latter 

three may be classified as biographies. In addition, msuf Ilyin Sar1d:s 

has compiled a complete list of Taht;a~' s works.4 

There are a number of' sources f'or the, study of' the period in which 

Taht;iwi was in France. The most important are by A. Caussin de Perceval, 

'" 5E;EJanard, Karl Stowasser, Anouar Louca and Henri Peres. To this list one 

might add the previously mentioned work by Abu-Lughod. 

Additional sources for the study of aspects of' Taht;iwit s political 

thought, other than those mentioned above, are Gabriel Baer, Bernard 

Lewis, Ra'If' Khl1rI, Jamil Mul}ammad A9mad, C. E'rnest Dawn and Hazem Zaki 

Nuseibeh. 6 Except for the first, which is an article, the others are 

books of which only small almost insignificant portions deal with Taht;a~. 

As for Taht;awi's contribution in the fiE:'!ld of' education, one may refer to 

the studies by James Heyworth Dunne, Al}mad'Izzat t Abd al-Kanm and Jacques 

Tagher. 7 

There ed.st numerous other articles and books which make reference 

to Tah~awi or even are entirely devoted to him, yet they cannot be viewed 

as sources of any considerable assistance in respect to the objectives of 

this thesis. In fact, it is unfortunate that many sources for the study 

of l'ah~awr are either repetitive or lacking in depth. The most noteworthy 

of the articles, those which deal entirely with Taht;iwi, are those by 

James Heyworth Dume, Maurice Chemoul, Rif'at Sa'id, iU}mad Rachad, Jurji 

Zaydin and MuQ.ammad al-~adiq I;.Iussayn.8 Several additional books which 

deal in whole or in part with our author are those by H. al-Najjir, Fat:t}.r 
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al-Ta1:r~in, 'Abd al-Lat;:rf ljaJ'llZah, , P.J. Vatikiotis, Baron Bernard Carra 

de Vaux, Jamn al-Mn Shayyil and t Abd al-Ra.9min Rifi 'to 9 One might also 

note the paucity of reference to Taht;ln in certain works in which one 

might expect a more detailed stUdy.I0 Although the name of Tah'~iwi appears 

to be mentioned in numerous sources, in Arabic works in particular, it seems 

that there are no theses or dissertations in English dealing entirely with 

'faht;i14 other than a dissertation by Israel Altman of UCLA completed in June, 

1976 which was unavailable for consultation up to the time of canpletion of 

this thesis.11 

http:stUdy.I0
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CHAPTER I 

FREEDOM 

Some Definitions of Freedom 

Franz Rosenthal, in his study The Muslim Concept of Freedom, has 

stated that freedom has taken on a status beyond definition. 

Along its course through history, freedom freed itself from the 
fetters of definition. It developed into one of those powerful abstract 
terms that have no concrete, definable existence unless it be given to 
them by the human mind. WhUe it could no longer be objectively 
defined, it became the object of numerous definitions. l 

Freedom is thus a matter of subjective feeling rather than objective 

definition. 

The traditional Islamic 
concept of freedom 

Freedom may be seen to exist on two distinct levels. These are, 

says Rosenthal, the philosophical/theological and the sociological. He goes 

on to state that in general, Muslims maintained a strict separation between 

these two levels~ the term used to describe free will (ikhtiyar) was 

different from the term used for freedom (lJurnyah). The term t)urr· had 

two not entirely distinct meanings. It was used as a definition of legal 

status, that of a free man as opposed to a slave ('abd). ijurr also had the 

connotation of "noble", a person who possessed high qualities and sentiments. 2 

It is possible to conclude along with Rosenthal that two major yet 

distinct types of freedom were known in the Islamic tradition. Free will, as 

10 
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opposed to predestination, has been discussed at length in Muslim theology 

while analyses of the sociological and legal type of freedom, that is, 

freedom as opposed to slavery, are to be found in legal texts. It shall be 

seen that these two types of freedom are not included in Tah~awi's lengthy 

discussions of freedom in Takhlis and in Murshid. Rather, he develops a 

broader base for the discussion of the concept of freedom which one may claim 

to be more in keeping with the Western understanding of the term. This fact 

represents a major shift in focus from the predominant knowledge of freedom 

in the context of Islam. Tah;;,awi was possibly the first ~1uslim Arab to 

introduce with such detail, conviction and desire for practical application 

the v/estern concept of freedom to the Arab World. 

Furthermore, Tah~awi tries to effect a reconciliation between the 

Western understanding of freedom and traditional Islamic thought. As will 

be seen, he refers on several occasions to the idea that freedom as 

understood by the West is the same concept which is known in the Islamic 

tradition as justice and equity. His attempt to assert that the difference 

lies merely in terminology only demonstrates to us his deep conviction in 

the Western understanding of freedom and democracy. 

!ahtawi I S view of the 
French concept of freedom 

After translating the Constitution of 1814 and commenting on 

several of the articles which he felt required analysis, l'ah;;,awi: made the 

following statement~ 
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'What they [the French] call freedom and demand as their right is 
the same thing which we call justice and fairness (equity). That is 
so because ruling according to freedom means establishing equality 
concerning the rules and the laws in a way that the ruler does not 
inflict injustice on any person, rather the laws are what are sought 
in a judgment. 3 

'tarrtawi is to maintain this view and repeat this statement almost 

verbatim some forty years later in his book, Murshid. He says~ "'What we call 

justice and fairness (equity) they [the Europeans] call equality and freedom, 11 

and also that 11 freedom is parallel to equality and both are parallel to 

justice and faimess.,,4 

'tahtawi's definition of 
freedom in Murshid 

In Murshid, Tahvawi has devoted sections for the discussion of 

freedom, equality and justice. He defines freedom to be "a permission to do 

what is permissible, without any obstacle or opposition. The rights of all 

people of a civilized kingdom are derived from freedom." He adds that if a 

citizen is allowed to move freely and to act according to his will (within 

the limits of the law), and if he is given the right to remain in his 

country with protection of property, money and of opinion, then "a kingdom 

would be described as a kingdom which had acquired its freedom and a 

citizen would be described as a free citizen. ,,5 

The Divisions of Freedom 

In Tahvawi's works, mainly in Takhl5:s and Murshid, he has described 

various categories of freedom which man may possess. While some of these 

categories such as freedom of religion were by no means new to Islam, others, 

such as political freedom and freedom of opinion, while not totally unknown 

in the Islamic tradition in theory, could not be considered to have existed 
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in practice or even in theory in the centuries preceding Tah~awi's era. 

His call for the freedom of industry, agriculture and of navigation can also 

be seen as a precedent of great signifioance. 

Freedom of the individual 

Tah~awi praises the fourth article of the Constitution which deals 

with personal freedom. It states that each person is independent in his 

identity and his freedom is protected. No one oan oppose this freedom except 

in certain oases mentioned in the law, in accordance with a particular form 

and ordained by the ruler. Tah~awi also recorded the subsequent revision 

which states that each person is guaranteed by law the enjoyment of his 

personal freedom. Arrests can take plaoe only in the manner described in 

6the law.

In Murshid Tah~a~df:Scribes the free citizen as one who is permitted 

freedom of movement from house to house and from one place to another with 

no opposition. This citizen would be allowed to do whatever he wishes with 

himself, his time and his work. Among his rights are assurances that he 

would be neither deported nor punished in his oountry, nor have his money 

confiscated, unless in aocordance with the laws of his country. His only 

prohibitions would be those necessitated by the laws of a just kingdom.? 

Tahtiwi elaborates on different aspects of personal freedom in his 

desoriptions of natural, social and oivil freedoms which will be discussed 

below. 

Freedom of religion 

Freedom of religious belief and praotice had always existed in the 

Islamic world. Albert Hourani, in his book Arabio Thought in the Liberal Age, 

states~ 
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The Christian and Jewish communities •••were not••• regarded as 
part of the Muslim ~, but they were recognized as 'People 
of the Book', who•••belonged to the same spiritual family as the 
Muslims. As such, they were 'protected peoples', allowed life and 
property, the exercise of their religion and the preservation of their 
laws ani customs, in return for loyalty and the payment of a special tax. 

Freedom of religion is a subject of discussion in Tahtawi's three 

major works. Articles of the same genre as those dealing with personal 

freedom are to be found in the Constitution and its 1830 revision which 

describe religious freedom. Each person living in France may follow the 

religion of his choice. This freedom is protected by the state~ those who 

oppose a person in the performance of a religion would be punished. 9 

Tahtawi takes a very liberal view concerning freedom of religious 

practice in his Manihij. 

God's wisdom had decreed that different religions would be 
attributed to different nations. 'Who then dares to object to God's will10'If God had wished, He would have made all people one '!!!!!!!!! (CO"1mun1ty) • I 
It is sufficient concerning this idea to say with al-Qarar [a poet ]:: 
'Since the circle of Islam. had become wide enough, each person now has 
the right to make his own choice. t Thus it is permitted to uphold 
different religions and this is the custom in all communities. A 
person could have a religion opposite to that of the kingdom in 'Which 
he lives with jje condition that there would be no harm to the system 
of the nation. 

In other words, '!'ahta.wi is declaring that it is not necessary, or 

even desirable, to seek the conversion of non-Muslims. If it had been God's 

will, then all people would already have become Muslim. Tolerance of 

religious belief, while approved of, had not necessarily been advocated with 

such boldness and for ce. When one remembers his training as an Azharite 

shaykh, this statement becomes even JOOre astonishing in its liberalness. 

ElseWhere in Manahij !ahtawi goes on to state that not only are people free 

to practice the religi on of their choice but also those of different 

religions should be treated as equals within their country.12 

In Murshid !ahtiwi states that freedom has five basic categories, 

http:country.12
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one of which is freedom of religion. ReligiOUS freedom, iaht;a'Wi explains, 

is freedom of ideology (belief and opinion). Speaking in the context of 

Sunni Islam, which comprised the vast majority of Egyptian Muslims of his 

time, iaht;a'ld stated that one may feel free to follow anyone of the four 

schools of religious thought. "An individual can trust to follow anyone of 

1I13these opinions [of the four imamsl. Himself a Shafi's:, Taht;aw! is declar

ing that all four schools have merit. He does not boast of the value of one 

over the other as being the only road to true belief. 

Freedom of opinion 
and expression 

Taht;iw! devotes considerable attention in Takhl!~ to the question of 

freedom. of opinion. He praises the guarantees in the French Constitution for 

freedom of expression and in the cnapter describing the 1830 revolt he pro

vides great detail concerning the role of the press and the journalists. 

Taht;iw! records the eighth article of the Constitution~ no person 

in France is denied the right of expressing his opinion, of writing and of 

publishing it, as long as it does not harm the law. The 1830 revision makes 

specific reference to freedom of opinion in religious and political. matterst4 

In his comments on this article, 'faht;aw! explains its benefits in 

encouraging persons to express their opinion and knowledge. He speaks of 

the daily papers which he says are called Journals and Gazettes. Through 

them one would learn recent news from both within and outside of the kingdau, 

as well as useful knowledge and advice which may be provided by either a 

distinguished or a humble person. These papers are of service to the people~ 

by publishing and making mown both good and bad actions, it encourages peo

ple to perform good. The papers also serve as a platform for complaints.15 

http:complaints.15
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Tah~awi makes little reference to freedom of opinion in his book, 

Manahi.i. His only comment on the subject is that Isma'tl .'had become ruler 

of a nation of free opinion which is consulted. ,,16 

Several comments are to be found in Murshid concerning this subject. 

"It is of the rights of free people that a citizen's••• opinion should not be 

suppressed." Tah"t;awi adds the condition that what is spoken and written 

should not disturb the laws of the country. Elsewhere Tah~awr describes the 

position of citizens in former times who lived under an unjust ruler. They 

were unable to advise their king, to write about politics or to give their 

opinion on any subject.17 

Again in Murshid, Tah~awr speaks with great praise for the benefits 

derived from freedom of opinion. The permission granted to scholars and 

learned people in all countries to compile political, philosophical and 

religious books has helped to widen the circle of civilization. Freedom in 

compiling, publishing and printing bad spread this civilization even 

further. Tah~awr makes specific reference to the role of newspapers, the 

European in particular. The law of freedom of opinion was what encouraged 

18the appearance of these newspapers. His reference to the value of the 

European press allows one to assume that his attitude towards freedom of 

opinion and of the press, as voiced in Takhlt~, had not altered with the 

passage of time. 

The role of the press in the 1830 revolt. Tah~awi states in Takhlts 

that the king's decision to forbid freedom of expression and to impose cen

sorship of the press was one of the major causes of the 1830 revolt. He 

explains that the king issued an order to establish government censorship of 

the press, especially of the daily Gazettes, "although that was not the 

right of the king alone and could only 
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be done through a law•••made with the consensus of three opinions. It These 

orders had an immediate effect in arousing the anger of the people, for the 

French valued greatly this freedom. "As soon as these orders took place, most 

of those who were well-informed in politics had said that a great disaster 

was taking place and many consequences would fo1low.,,19 'fah'\iawt is thus show

ing his compatriots how greatly the French value their freedom. 

'fah'\iaw5: described with precision and vividness the rapid deterioration 

of the state of affairs. The day after the amouncement of these orders, 

most of the liberal Gazettes did not appear because they rejected the order 

for government censorship. Their absence caused a great agitation, for their 

failure to appear occurred only in extreme circumstances. The workshops, 

factories and schools closed; then "some of the liberal Gazettes had appeared 

calling for the disobedience of the king and the rejection of his orders. 

In this country, as well as in others, words might penetrate deeper than 

arrows." These words, 'faht,awtexplained, had great influence on the people. 

The police proceeded to forbid the reading of these Gazettes. They further 

increased the wrath of the people when they destroyed some printing presses 

and arrested a number of printers. The editors of several papers then pro

ceeded to draw up a rejection declaration which they printed in many copies 

and posted on the walls of the city. This declaration called on the 

subjects to fight. 20 

In his book Reaction and Revolution, Frederick B. Artz confirms 

'fah'\iaw5: t s statements that the journalists took the leading role in the revolt. 

He states that it was Thiers who drew up a manifesto, signed by forty-three 

journalists, which declared that they would not obey the ordinance calling 

for censorship. Obedience, Thiers declared, ceases to be a duty. 'fah'\iaw!' s 

description of the development of events leading up to the revolt, as well 
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as the revolt itself, are confirmed in Artz's book to be highly accurate 

" 21ob servat lons. 

The press played a certain part in deciding who was to take the 

throne after the revolt. Tahtiwi tells us that there were three factions, 

each of which supported a different person for the monarchy. Then posters 

appeared in the streets in praise of the Duc d'Orleans, Who was in fact later 

to become king. They contained criticism of other aspirers to the throne and 

22of the republican form of government. 

Tahtim makes additional comments in Takhlis concerning freedom of 

expressing one's opinion and the use of the press. Newspapers which mocked 

the archbishop and the fomer king and which described their corruption were 

sold openly in the streets. "They were calling [to sell] these papers with

out any objection since the freedom of opinion permits that ...23 

The five major divisions 
of freedom in Murshid 

In }·1urshid Tahtiwi places freedom into five categories. They are~ 

natural, social, religious, civil and political freedom. These 

divisions take on particular significance when examined in the light of our 

previous statements concerning ,!,al'l't-am t s total shift away from the traditional 

realm of any discussion concerning freedom, which mainly involved freedom as 

opposed to slavery. These new insights may be seen as an attempt to broaden 

the scope of any discussion on freedom. 

Natural freedom. Natural freedom is defined as that which is born 

with man. It involves what all mankind holds in common~ eating, drinking, 

walking, and other necessities of life which are harmful neither to the 

person himself nor to his fellow man. He should not be deprived of this free

24dom. 
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Social freedom. Behavioural or social freedom, called IIfreedom of 

conduct" by Bernard Lewis, means good behaviour and ethics. A necessary 

attribute for each member of the society, lah~awi says that it is derived 

.from man's conscience. It concerns his behaviour towards himself and others:' 

Religious freedom. As has been previously discussed, lah~awi's 

definition in Nurshid of freedom of religion is freedom of ideology (belief 

and opinion). An individual can trust to adhere to anyone of the four 

·· d 26sch001s 0 f Jur1spru ence. 

Civil freedom. Civil freedom refers to the rights of citizens 

towards each other. fah't-awi says that it is "as if the people•••had agreed 

to perform the rights of each other." Each person should help others in 

dOing that which does not contradict the constitution of his country.27 

Political freedom. The last of the five categories of freedom, 

political or national (dawliya) freedom, is defined by lah~awi to be "the 

guarantee by the state to each citizen of his legal properties and the 

exercise of his natural freedom without any injustice which could be in

flicted upon him." fah~awi adds that a person could deal with his property 

the way he wishes, as if the government guarantees his use of it, insofar 

28 as he avoids harming his fellow countrymen. 

Although fah't-aw!' s definition is not comprehensive in the modern 

understanding of this term, the very inclusion of political freedom in his 

list of types of freedom holds great significance. There had been a con

siderable gap in time since other Arab thinkers had discussed this important 

concept. According to Franz Rosentha1, the topic of freedom in political 

theory was one that was borrowed from the Greek philosophers. It found its 

way into Islamic thought through translations from the Greek. Al-Farabi, Ibn 

Rushd: and to a certain extent al-Ghazali had commented on the GIleek 

http:country.27
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concept of political freedom. 29 A long period of time was to pass before 

'tah~iwrts description of this concept. 

In addition to his definition in Murshid, one may say that his 

earlier work, Takhlts, was a book on political freedom. His description of 

the Constitution, the status of citizens within the framework of the French 

state, freedom of opinion, the valuable role of the political newspapers and 

the purpose of the 1830 revolt--all of these have to deal with political 

rights and freedom. 

One might say that 'tah~iwi represents an Arab renaissance.30Not only 

has he revived the discussion of freedom of political thought, he has also 

enlarged it to include a desire for practical application rather than just 

theorizing. In this important point he has departed froa his Arab pre

decessors, and one might say that he is the first Arab Muslim scholar to 

describe political freedom with the conviction of its practical value. 31 

It has been said that Tah'iawi t s political views do not differ from 

traditional Islamic political theory.32 There exists, however, the basis 

for a substantial argument to the contrary. While Tahiiwi would not be 

labelled a liberal thinker in the context of our time, it is more fitting 

to examine his views within the framework of the time in which he was writ~ 

ing. Thus one may make a comparison between 'tahiild and two groups to which 

he was exposed~ the Azhari1#e ~i' of whom he had been one and the liberal 

thinkers in France. There is surely no doubt that 'tahiaw!1 s views were 

radical in relation to those of the shaykhs of al-Azhar. In addition, when 

one examines the views of those persons in France at the time of Taht-iwi' s 

residence in Paris who were called "liberaltl , one discovers the same tend

enoies which are present in Tah~awt' s writings. In other words, while 
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l'atl'yan may be labelled a conservative by modern-day standards, so also 

would the liberal thinkers in Restoration France. Proof of this is to be 

found in Frederick Artz's discussion of constitutionalism in Reaction and 

Revolution~ 

The one common idea in the constitutional theorizing of the period 
was that all authority, whether of the monarch or of the people, must be 
limited.... After 1815 the liberal thinkers and politicians were attack
ing the privileges of kings, nobles, and priests, but they had no 
intention of turning control over to the masses•••• 

The great prophet of constitutionalism on the continent was 
Montesquieu.... Liberals of the post-war period found in him the golden 
mean--the juste milieu•••between the excesses of revolutionary ardor 
and the dmgers of reaction.... The influence of l.fontesquieu was spread 
by a number of French writers who, in one way or another, derived their 
chief ideas from him~ Benjamin Constant and the group knO'W'Il as the 
Doctrinaires, especially Roger-Collard, Guizot, and Cousin •••• 

The essentially cautious character of his [Constant's] liberalism 
is shown by his unwillingness to accept fully the idea of ministerial 
responsibility and by his fear of any wide extension of the suffrage. 
Indeed, his statement on the question of voting power may stand as a 
symbol of the timidity of much of the liberal thought of the period•••• 
Next to Bentham, [Constant] was the most original and the most widely 
read liberal thinker of his generation•••• 

Though they were more conservative, the French Doctrinaires, Guizot, 
Roger-Collard, and Victor Cousin, as well as the rising historical 
writers, Mignet and Thiers, shared many of the same political views. 
All were, at this time, liberal monarchists and their doctrines became 
more or less the official ones of the July Monarchy. Throughout the 
writings of Guizot and Roger-Collard runs the idea that the best 
government is a constitutional monarchy with a strong, able king, an 
honest nobility, and a liberty-loving but not revolutionary people.)) 

Freedom of navigation, 
agriculture, trade and industry 

l'ah~an speaks of other aspects of freedom which are different fram 

the freedoms enjoyed by individuals. They are the freedom of navigation and 

the freedan. of agriculture, trade and industry. 1'ah~awr says that freedom 

of navigation, the freedaa to travel on both land and sea, is one of the 

major elements of civilization. It resulted in increased wealth and knowl

edge to all nations of the world.)4 Freedom of movement, whether of air, 

sea or land, was to become of prime importance to nations in later times. 
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While the value of Tahtaw!ts discussion of freedom of navigation might not be 

fully appreciated, it could be seen to have comparable importance to the 

modern-day controversy over sovereignty of air space and territorial waters. 

As for the freedom of agriculture, trade and industry, Tahtawi states 

that it is the greatest freedom in a civili~ed country and has been proven 

to be one of the greatest public interests. 35 This statement in Murshid 

bears a similarity with his remarks in Manahij concerning public interest 

and the benefits deriving from agriculture. Anouar Abdel-Malek has demon

strated great interest in this aspect of Tahtald: ' s writings. He states that 

l'ahtaw! shows concern for the economic prosperity of Egypt. This means 

agriculture and, in a hydraulic society, a strong central government.36 For 

him the material prosperity of a nation is as essential as the spiritual.37 

He criticises the landowners who hold the profits and exploit the actual 

workers. This is tied in with his criticism of I Abbas and Sa~id, who allow

ed excess freedom to the landowners, and his praise of the generally central

izing policies of M~ammad 'Al! and lama"!!. In support of his position 

Tahtaw! quotes a saying of the Prophet~ !I'The plant is for the planter.' 

What is meant is that the plant [i.e. the crop] belongs to he who planted it. 

Similarly the fruit belongs to him. ,,38 

Abdel-Malek is not alone in discussing l'ahtawI t s econanic ideas. 

Husry has made the following comments on this subject: 

•••The economic ideas of l'ahtald: were closely linked with his 
political ideas and his doctrine of Public Good.... The material Public 
Good, whose attainment was essential for the modernization of Egygt, 
consisted of agricultural, commercial, and industrial activities~b7 
These corresponded to the three sources of wealths agriculture, 
commerce, and industry.68 39 

6867 Manahij, p. 9, 129. Ibid., p. Bo. 
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-
 The Value of Freedom 

Freedom has great value 

Tah~awr speaks with open admiration for the French and their love of 

liberty. "Freedom is a goal of the French subjects." "The French," Tah\ia:wr 

states, "were familiar with liberty and have become accustomed to it, in a 

way that it became a valuable attribute. U He speaks in detail 

of the value of freedom of opinion and its benefit to the subjects. The 

French valued their freedom of the press to the extent that they were willing 

to fight to retain this right. Tahia:wr states that Charles X would have re

mained king if he had been IIgenerous in giving freedom to a nation which 

deserves it. tI In addition, l'ah\iawr explains that the French consider the 

virtue of loving liberty to be a quality of great importance in a leader. He 

explains that the president of the provisional rule set up after the 1830 

revolt was Lafayette, a person who had also fought in the first "revolt for 

freedom~lI "This man is distinguished by his love for freedom.... He is 

considered great like the kings because of this attribute." 40 Tah\iawi ex

plained that Lafayette was lacking in several characteristics, such as 

scholarship, which he felt to be necessary for a ruler. Lafayette's redeeming 

quality was his love of freedom. 

Freedom is linked with 
progress and civilization 

Commenting on the articles in the French Constitution concerning 

personal and religious freedom, iah\iaw! praises their usefulness as a source 

of prosperity to the nation. He is implying that embodied in these two 

concept are the foundations for civilization and development. 41 In Ma.n'lihi i 

Tahiawi refers to the establishment under Ismal:rl of "liberated (muharrarah) 
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municipalities•••• Now Egypt••• is progressing to the degree of perfection." 

Considerably more attention is given to this aspect of freedom in 

Murshid. 'fahtawi states that lithe rights of all people of a civilized 

kingdom are derived from freedom." Concerning those countries 'Whi ch adhere 

to man-made laws, l'ahtawi says~ "The law of freedom•••is the base of [their] 

civilization. n Freedom of expression and of the press, as exemplified by 

scholarly works and newspapers, has helped to Itenlarge the circle of 
h3

civilization in the countries of the world. lt. 

Freedom is a right, 
not just a privilege 

There are several statements in Takhll:~ 'Which indicate 'fahtawI's 

belief that the French view freedom. to be a right, not just a privilege 'Which 

they should passively accept with gratitude. He states~ "Freedom •••is 

demanded by them." 'fahtawi explains that no one may interfere with an 

individual's right to freedom of religion and of opinion. They are rights 

which cannot be taken away from a person without a gross injustice occurring. 

Throughout his narration of the events ot the 1830 revolt, 'fahtawl stresses 

the fact that the French considered censorship of the press to be a flagrant 

denial of their rights, a "great disaster Which would have grave consequenc~1;4 

They considered freedom of the press to be a basic, necessary element of 

life. 

While less is spoken in either Murshid or Manahi.1 concerning the view 

that freedom should be looked upon as a right rather than a superfluous 

privilege, the statements Which are made seem only to reaffirm 'fahtawi's 

position taken in his earlier work. In Manahi.1 'fahllawi states that "the 

citizens deserve complete treedom. 1I4S The statement in Murshid that Itfreedom 

46
is sealed in the heart of man by nature11 appears to emphasize his position 
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as to the necessity of freedom for manki.nd. 

Limitations on Freedom 

Throughout Tah'tiaw!1 s discussion of freedom in Manahij, Murshid and 

Takhlis is the recurrent inclusion of the condition that freedom should be 

contained within limits. Two considerations are brought to mind~ freedom of 

opinion or action must exist within the framework of a legal system, and the 

freedom of one individual must not impinge on the freedom of others. 

In Takhl!s the articles ot the Constitution Which Tah'tiaw! has record

ed explain that limits on both personal and religious freedom are established 

through the laws. In addition, the authority and power of the king is limit

ed by the law. The ki.ng is able to restrict freedom, but only in a certain 

fom and ordained by the law. The king not only limits the freedom of his 

subjects but also his freedom is restrained to a certain degree. lilt be

comes clear for you that the king of France does not have absolute freedom 

and that the French policy is a limiting law. ,,47 

Similarly in Murshid Tah'tiaw! states that freedom of the individual, 

civil freedom and freedom of opinion can be limited only by the laws of the 

country. The citizens should be able to practise their freedom with the 

condition that they not overpass the rules.48 

Wlen Tah'tiaw! speaks of natural freedom and political freedom in 

Murshid he refers to the right of full exercise of onets freedom as long as 

it does not result in harm to others.49 A similar statement is made in 

Takhli§ with reference to the freedom of opinion. 50 

Another interesting point Which will be elaborated on in our dis

cussion of the need for stability5lis the desirability of restraining freedom 

for the sake of maintaining order. In Manahij Tah~aw! states that one should 
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have the freedom to follow a religion opposite to that of the ldngdom "with 

the oondition that there would be no ham to the system. of the nation. ,,52 

Similarly in Murshid he praises the value of the law of freedom of opinion, 

tlwith the condition that this law would be used without excess and without 

leading to any disturbance. ,,53 

It is important to mention here that the idea of limiting freedom is 

in full agreement with '.taht;aw5: t s basic position that freedan. means justice.54 

Freedom as understood by '.taht;awt means harmony in the society among the 

citizens where each person takes only his rights and no more. This is cer

trinly what justice means; it involves a limited freedom whereby the freedan 

of the individual ends where the rights of others begin. This understanding 

of freedom as limited is commonly accepted in our time. There are few, if 

any, who would advocate absolute freedom. 

This position was also mown in France in 1'aht;awi's time. Benjamin 

Constant, pupil of Jo.lontesquieu,55has been called typical of the French 

liberal writers of the Restoration period. 

He defined liberty as 'the peaceful enjoyment of private independence; 
the right to pursue our own ends unimpeded, so long as they do not 
interfere with the equally legitimate activities of others.'15 

15 B. Constant, Cours de politigue constitutionnelle (Paris, 
1818-1820), I, 178, 312, 317, III, 249. Much of Constant's defense 
of liberty resembles that made later by John Stuart Mill in his essay 
'On Liberty'. 56 

The Relation of Freedom to Various Subjects 

Although the connection which freedom bears to the contents of other 

chapters in this work will later become apparent, the essence of their 

relationship will be described here briefly. 

http:justice.54
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.. ~ Equality 

In Murshid Tah~awI states that "equality••• combines both royal 

[governmental] freedom and civil freedom." Referring to the obligation to 

protect one's nation and to forget one's special privileges for the sake of 

national interest, he sayss tlEquality is inseparable from freedom in time of 

war.... If they [the citizens] protect this equality their freedom would be 

established on a solid base." In 'f'ah~aw5:t s elaboration on the five major 

divisions of freedom he stresses the fact that these freedoms are the right 

of each individual in the society.~7 
Similarly in TakhlI, Tahtaw5: describes the freedom of the individual, 

of religion and of opinion to be available to eaCh individual of the society. 

One of the reasons for the importance of freedom of the press is the role it 

plays in the advancement of equality. In addition, Tah~aw5: states~ "Ruling 

according to freedom means establishing equality concerning the rules and the 
58 

laws•••• " 

Justice 

Tahtawr states in TakhlIs that justice upholds the practice of 

freedcn: "No one can oppose this freedom. •• ,If;and- ''no one could be arrested 

[outside the lilllits of the law]. It Ruling according to freedom means that 

lithe ruler does not innict injustice on any person. 11 Also a free press 

plays a role in the maintenance of justice by bringing the news of crimes 

out in the open and thus hastening the process of justice. 59 It is obvious 

that even when Taht;awI is examining fue role of a free press in the society he 

is thinking of it in terms of how it promotes justice. Thus one may say that 

in the application of the principles of freedom, as well as in its theory, 

Tah\iawr is equating it with justice. 
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When speaking about natural and political freedoms in MUDshid, 

rahta"iCrll!fers to their link with justice or, rather, the absence of 

injustice. He also states that the freedom of the citizens in combination 

with the justice of kings produces a balance between the two rights and 
tD 

results in mutual contentment. 

The kingdom 

In his lengthy discussion concerning freedan in Murshid. rahtiiwi 

defines a free kingdom to be one in ~ich its citizens practice their rights 
61 62 

and experience freedom. France, Ita free land, tI . could be described as 

one such country. In fact the raison d' etre of a kingdom is the protection 

63
of the subjects' rights through the granting of their freedom. Political 

and religious freedoms involve the guarantee to the citizens by the state for 

64
those particular rights. When a citizen enjoys freedom of opinion it is as 

if he becomes an active member of his country and is able to feel love for 
65 

it. In addition, the free individual should feel a commitment toward his 
66 

nation--lIhe should devote his freedom to honouring his nation••• " --just as 

the free nation is pleased with the freedom of other nations. 

As has been discussed previously, the means by which freedom is 
67 

limited is the law. Conversely, one is breaking the law if one prevents 
6B 

another citizen from doing what is permissible. 1'ahtiiw! remarks that "a 

citizen is not given freedom unless he obeys the law of the nation and helps 
69 

in its practice." In addition, freadom should be based on laws~ "If 

freedom were based on good legal laws, it would be a great means of making 
70 

the people happy••• and•••love their nations. tI' rahtawi states that the law 

of freedom is the base of the civilization of European countries, as compared 
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, 71 
to the Sh~n a in Islamic lands. 

The ruler 

There are several references to the relation between kings and 

freedom. The king and his own freedom of action are mentioned in Takhlis~ 

tiThe king of France does not have absolute freedom." It was Charles It s 

unwillingness to accept the loss of absolute freedom and his suppression of 

the freedom of the press which resulted in the 1830 revolt. According to 

Taht-awi, Charles X would have remained king if he had been Itgenerous in giving 

liberty to a nation which deserves it.• tl In Taht-aw!' s praise for freedom he 

states that it is a king-like virtue. Lafayette has become great like the 
72 

kings because of his love of freedom.' . 

In Murshid Taht-aw! states that man should devote his freedom to 

honouring his ruler as well as his nation and compatriots. He discusses 

another aspect of the king's power to restrict freedom; that is, his power to 
73 

limit agriculture, trade and industry_ 

In Manab.ij Taht-aw! shows Isma.'::n to be an example of a king who gives 

freedom to his subjects. "God the most High had guided••• the just Khedive 
74 

of Egypt who started the establishing of liberated municipalities. It 

The subjects 

Taht-awi refers in several places in Murshid to the relation between 

the subjects of a kingdom and their freedom. He states that "a citizen 

(ahli••• or watani) ••• enjoys the right of his country, the greatest of which 

is complete freedom (h..urrinh, tammah) in the society. It Elsewhere he says: 

"Freedom•••is the greatest means in making people of kingdoms happy.... Each 

member of the society is permitted to enjoy all permissible things in the 

kingdom. 11 
75 
. 
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.~ Freedom is examined in the light of subjects' relations towards each 

other. Some types of freedom, as for example civil freedom, are defined in 

terms of the subjects' rights and duties towards each other. If someone pre

vents another from exercising what is permissible for him to do, he is depriv

ing him of his right. The relation between free subjects and their king are 

also discussed~ "When the freedom of the people is accompanied by the justice 

of kings••• there would be a balance between the two rights and both the 
76 

governor and the governed would be happy.'" 

Freedom, however, is not an automatic quality attributed to the 

citizens of a nation. The subjects may lose their freedom: itA citizen is 

not given freedom unless he obeys the law of the nation and helps in its 

practice." The ruler might limit the freedom of the subjects in the practice 

of agriculture, trade and industry. He 'WOuld feel justified in doing so if 

he saw that the subjects did not have the education which would enable them 

to undertake the expansion of these activities. 77 

The French subjects are prepared to fight for their freedom. In 

Takhl~!i! ~ah~aw5: describes the subjects' disobedience of the king's orders 
78 

and finally their revolt against him for the sake of upholding their freedom. 

':fah~awr was very impressed with the importance which the French subjects 

placed on freedom and was eager to relay this to his people. 
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CHAPTER II 

~UALITY 

!%luality Before the Law 

Equality in Islam 

The concept of equality had existed in Islam from the outset: 

Since it [the Islamic ~] was universal it was also united, and its 
members were equal. All Muslims, whatever their culture or racial 
origin, and whether of ancient or recent conversion, were equally 
members of the ~, possessing the same rights and responsibilities. l 

However, as with all religions and ideals of conduct, theory and actual 

practice did not always coincide. 

All men are equal 

The very first article in the Constitution of 1814, translated in 

TaWi", declares that all the French people are equal before the law. 

1'al'l'~awt showed interest and admiration for this article; it was one of the 

few which he cOlllllented on. He explained to his readers that the practical 

result of this article was that every person living in France, regardless 

of his status, did not differ in the application of the law. In other words, 

a legal charge could be raised against the king and he would be treated 

like others in the eyes of the law. He adds: 

Consider this first article. It has great authority in establishing 
justice, helping the oppressed and pleasing the poor by considering them 
equal to the great in the application of the rules. This theme is 
practically on the tongue of all the French people. It is one of the 
clear proofs that the French had reached a high degree of justice and 
progressed as far as the civilized manner is concerned. 2 

35 
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After the 1830 revolt the Constitution was revised. Several articles 

were removed and the article concerning equality was clarified and expanded. 

It expressed the desire of the Chamber of Deputies to remove all vestiges of 

the old Constituticn which might indicate the superiority of the nng or of 

the nobles. The new article, Tah~aw! states, declares that the French are 

equal as far as rules are concerned. The distinction which exists between 

people as far as status, position, honour, wealth, etc., are merely privi

leges in social relations. They have no meaning when it comes to the 

application of the law. 3 

The equivalents of these French declarations concerning equality are 

to be found in Manahij and especially in Murshid. Concerning the equality 

before the law of both nng and ordinary subject, *ah~aw5: states in Manahi.1 

that .Iit is known that the term, 'man' (lit. s son of Adam) •••means mankind. 

It includes nngs and men of the street equally. ,,4 In Murshid he explains 

that all human beings, "whether a king or from the street, honourable or not, 

city-dweller or bedouin, peasant or hunter, free or slave, civilized or 
5 

savage, are able to have children with any type of human being in the world." 

He elaborates on this point by Slying that people of hot countries are able 

to have children with people from cold countries. The resulting offspring 

would, in fact, possess improved character, nature, colour and physical fit

ness. 

This passage is better appreciated when considered in 

the context of *ah~aw5:t s belief that all men are equal. by nature. Such divi

sions as city-dweller or bedouin, free or slave, etc., are merely superficial 

classifications. Tah~aw5:t s statement demonstrates that he holds no racial 

discrimination; the qualities of human beings are improved when there is a 

mixture of race, nation or colour. It is interesting to note here that be
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fore the Napoleonic Expedition the Muslims of Egypt, like almost all other 

Muslims, thOtlght of the European nations as inferior. 'fal'r~a.lIlt is now ad

vancing the idea that peoples of different nati ons are equal. There is no 

nation of people which is inherently superior to another. 

Elsewhere in Murshid, in a section devoted to equality, 'fah'~a.w5: 

says that "all people share the same essence and attributes.. •• In this 

way they are all equal concerning the basic elements of life.... No one 

has priority over others as far as living is concerned." While 'fah:t.a.wi 

acknowledges the fact that God has favoured some over others, this inequal

ity does not extend to the law. "There is no difference between master and 

servant, noble and humble, as is decreed ana shown by all of His revealed 

6books to His prophets. 11 

Equality and freedom 

The relationship between equality a:(ld freedom has been described in 

Chapter I. 7 Equality and freedom, we are told in Murshid, are two parallel 

concepts. Equality is a natural attribute of man which combines both polit

ical and civil freedom. In addition, when a danger threatens a nation, its 

citizens must forego any special privileges which they may possess and return 

to the state of being equal. In such circumstances freedom and equality are 

inseparable. When a community protects this equality it ensures the firm 

establishment of the citizens' freedom. 'faht;awt also states that "equality 

in right s means legally enabling man to perfom, acquire or forbid all that 

is legally permissible to his compatriots to perfonn, acquire or forbid. ,,8 

Equality and justice 

Equality and justice are seen by 'faht;a'Wi to be natural partners. In 

his analysis of the article in the Constitution ~oncerning equality, he 

http:fah:t.a.wi
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claims that this article is proof of the high degree of justice which the 

French have reached. 9 In Murshid equality and freedom are equated with justice 

and equity.10 

Comments in Manahij refer to the respect held for the concept of 

equality in Islam: "Islam had made equal all people through justice and fair

ness. It possessed a civilization which spread throughout its lands, provinces 

and ports. n By performing justice, the ruler gives each of his subjects his 

11rights and makes all people equal through equal treatment before the law. 

Equality, religion and 
national brotherhood 

In Manahij Tah~aw! compares national brotherhood to brotherhood in 

religion. People of a nation share an equal duty in supporting and reforming 

their nation. In addition, people of the Book are treated equally to Muslims~2 

Both politics and religion have made man equal, says Tah~aw! in Murshid. 

Equality among the people of the society means that man is equal to his com

patriots in all civil rights. It means also that all people of the kingdom, 

regardless of differences, are obliged to fulfill their duties towards each 

other.l ) 

Equality and public interest 

In Manahij Tah~awi states that it is of benefit to the kingdom that 

the public interest, that is, agriculture, industry, trade and animal husband

ry be practised with consideration, equality and fairness.14 In Murshid he 

refers to how citizens should react when danger threatens their nation. By 

relinquishing any special privileges and returning to a system of equality 

they are able to remove any danger to the nation and thus protect the public 

interest. The result of a community which protects its equality is a kingdom 

http:fairness.14
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with a solid foundation. It would not be plagued by troubles; neither would 

its security be threatened by other kingdoms.1S 

Equality and the ruler 

As was mentioned previously in connection with 1'ahtoawi's statements 

that all men are equal,16 the ruler is oonsidered as an equal to other people 

in the application of the law. In addition to the first article of the Consti

tution which has been discussed, the thirteenth article which 1'ah~awi trans

lated stated that the king and his ministers are not above the law and may 

themselves be sentenoed. 'When the Duc d' Orleans was offered the throne after 

the 1830 revolt, it was contingent on the fact that he agree to abide by the 

new additions to the Constitution. All of the portions indicating the 

superiority of any person or persons were to be deleted. The throne was not 

the king's by some innate right or superiority; it was to be granted to him. 

by the French people.17 

In Tah~awi's lengthy discussion of equality which appears in MurShid 

he admits that equality is often only a theory rather than a reality. 

Wlen we consider this equality, we would find it a relative rather 
than a real matter, because divine wisdom had distinguished some over 
others and had granted some with sublime attributes which were not 
granted to others. Thus they have varied in spiritual attributes and 
even in natural attributes. Although God the most High had favoured some 
over others as far as sugtenance is concerned, He made them equal as far 
as rules are concerned. l 

It is obvious that the ruler as portrayed in ManBhi,1 is superior to 

his subjects. Yet this superiority shows itself in a manner suitable for a 

kind, just ruler. The characteristics in which he is superior would assist 

him in being a more just ruler and are thus actually of benefit to the 

subjects. "The right of kings who are God's shadow on earth over the subjects 

is based on the necessity of possessing God's attributes, such as kindness, 

http:people.17
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mercy and patience.\! As if to emphasize the position that a king who is 

superior is not necessarily against the welfare of his subjects, Taht-awI 

makes this statement in a later passage: "The ruler must spend his effort to 

make all of his subjects pleased with him. He should put himself in their 

place and treat them as he treats himself. Everything which he wants for him

self he should want for them. n19 

Equal Opportunity 

In education 

Taht-aw! praises the ancient Greeks who paid great attention to the 

education of their youth. 

Educating the children of the nation••• , both male and female, is one 
of the necessary duties. ••• Greece, which was distinguished by wisdOM 
[i.e. philosophy] in ancient times, used to take good care in raising the 
children of its kings. When Plato appeared, he admired this type of 
education and wanted the Greek people to adopt it in bringing up the 
children of all of its inhabitants. 20 

Taht-lw! brought up this example of offering all the children of a 

nation an opportunity to be educated near the beginning of his book Murshid, 

which was intended as a guide for the children of Egypt. 

In Manahij, another book written with the children of Egypt in mind, 

Taht-aw! advocates equal opportunity for the children of every district in 

political education. The reason for this is the possibility that any person 

could become mayor. Even for persons who will not beCOMe mayor, it is good 

and necessary for them to understand the public interest and their rights 

and duties in relation to the government. 21 

Advancement in professions 

Taht-aw! shows approval of the third article of the French 

Constitution which states that every French person could occupy any position, 
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whatever it is. He states~ 

As for the third article, it has no hang at all, rather it has the 
advantage of persuading every person to care for his education in order 
to reach a position higher than his actual one. This is how their [the 
French] knowledge had increased and their civiliZation had not stagnated 
at the same level, as in the case with the people of India and China, who 
favour the inheritance of jobs and professions. 22 

tah~aw! explains that if a person is restrained fram advancing to a 

higher profession, then his ambition and hope would be taken away fram him. 

In other words, there would be little incentive for hard work and self-

improvement. 

Elsewhere in Taml!, tah~awr cites the 1830 revision ot the French 

Constitution which states that all Frenchmen are accepted in the civil and 

military positions. In addition, any Frenchman who satisfies the required 

conditions has the right to become a deputy_ One may take tah~aw!t s de

scription of Lafayette as an example of a FrenChman--wnom he imagined to be 

of low rank-who advanced to an important position through his ability and 

high qualities. 23 *ah~awr thus envisages a society in which people's ad-

van cement would not be curbed. 

tah~aw! has made a number of references in Manahij to the adVance

ment of subjects in their professions. He discusses the benefits to the 

subjects resulting fran the end of feudalism in Europe. The people would 

now obtain "the fruit of their labour, the improvement of their status and 

progress in their civilization.... Thus the people had enjoyed the fruit 

of their skill in artisans and agriculture. ,,24 

The just leader has a role to play in the advancement of the citizens. 

Since it is lmown that each person is prepared by his nature to advance in a 

certain field more readily than in others, thus it is the obligation of the 

local authority to direct him "toward his own particular happiness." This is 
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similar to what today might be called professional counselling. The just 

king who loves his subjects will also seek their advancement in governmental 

positions. Elsewhere Tah"t;al4 suggests that the king should encourage the 

artisans to compete in their work by awarding prizes. Such encouragement 

25should be offered to all classes, he adds. 

The position of women 

Tah"t;a'td has made a number of references in Takhlis, both complimentary 

and derogatory, concerning the position of women in France. He has stated 

that the French treat their women well, but almost too much so. They have be

26 come practically slaves to them. 

Murshid al-amin li al-banat wa al-banln was written, as the title 

states, for the education of both boys and girls. As was mentioned above con

cerning education, Tah"t;awi expresses the conviction that it is essential for 

both boys and girls. He returns to this theme on several occasions throughout 

the book. He states, for example, that "the Europeans whose country is the 

strongest today had exerted their efforts in taking care of their daughters 

in the same way as their sons. ,,27 

Girls as well as boys should be taught the basics~ reading, writing, 

arithmetic, etc.: 

Thi s would add to their knowledge in a way that they become fit to 
participate with men in discussion and giving opinion•••in order that 
women, upon need, could work like men according to their strength and 
endurance. This would prevent women from wasting time.... Work protects 
woman from the unsuitable and brings her closer to virtue. If 
idleness is criticized in the case of man, it is similarly a great 
criticism in the case of woman. 28 

1'ah"t;a-m later adds that the usefulness of teaching girls outweighs its harm 

so that one may say there is no harm at all. vlhile Taht;al41 s main concern 

might be the training of educated and cultivated wives and mothers, he does 
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also state that women could, upon necessity and giving consideration to 

their strength, work like men. 

Tah~awi was the predecessor of other Egyptian advocates of women's 

equality such as Mul}.arnmad Farid. It was many years, however, before other 

ideas began to appear. Yet Tah't.awi should not be considered a radical advo

cate of the equality of women. An example of Tah~awi's retention of conserva

tive opinion is provided in the following quotation. Although Tah~awi 

follows it with a description of various women in history who had became 

queens, the passage does in itself display a very traditional approach to the 

question of women and their right to the throne. Tah~aw! states: 

The Mul}.ammadan Shari'a had decreed, along with the laws of most 
kingdoms, that sultanship is limited to men without women. Women would 
not be given royal positions and would not wear the royal crown. Rather, 
kingship is inherited in the line of males except in very rare kingdoms. 
As for being a judge, woman has no share in it at all•••• 29 

Equal opportunity does 
not alwals appll 

There are many clauses in the French Constitution which Tah~awi 

translated which demonstrate the lack of any real equality in opportunity. 

The king and the members of the Chamber of Peers merit their positions through 

inheritance. The majority of the members of the special council are the 

relatives and favoured ministers of the king. Furthemore, even the Chamber 

of Deputies is not open to all. Each deputy must own property, the tax of 

30which is at least 1000 francs a year. In other words, it was only the 

upper bourgeoisie who were able to qualify for the position of deputy_ While 

Tah~awi pointed out to his readers which positions were inherited and what 

property requirements were listed for deputies, he does not appear to be 

totally aware that the deputies were not representative of the entire French 

population nor that the lower classes still had no voice in the government. 
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The above-mentioned statements may be taken as examples of 1'ah'1ilwi' s 

shortcomings as far as his examination of the concept and practice of 

equality is concerned. If it is suggested here that 1aht;Iw!' s view of 

equality is lacking in some respects in its completeness or universality, at 

the same time it is not intended in any way to detract from his main position 

concerning the value of equality_ 

It may be observed that in his def'ense of' equality 1'aht;lwt was not 

necessarily distant from the Islamic concept mentioned briefly at the begin

ning of this chapter. 'While exposure to the French society had almost 

certainly broadened his view of equality, he was not confronted with a new 

concept, as was the case with freedom or with civil disobedience, which will 

be discussed in a later chapter. 3l 
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CHAPTER III 

JUSTICE 

Justice is the Greatest Virtue 

l'a1:r\iawt declares justice to be the greatest of all virtues. Both 

earth and heaven are based on justice.l He devotes a section in Murshid to 

justice, alongside sections on freedom and equality_ He says that a person 

who possesses the attribute of justice is one who performs his duties and 

receives his rights. Justice makes man follow the correct path in deed and 

action. It also means that he would seek justice for others as well as 

2
himself. 

This concept of justice may thus be described as a virtue which 

benefits a group or community and not merely an individual. In this respect 

it may be compared to Tarl'~aw!t 8 view of freedom. An individual has the 

right to freedom of action, opinion, and so on, to the extent that there be 

no curtailment of the equally legitimate right to freedom of his fellow 

citizens.) Just as freedom does not exist for the benefit of only one 

individual, 80 with justice; it cannot be thought of in terms of one and 

only one person. 

Intertwined with the concept of justice is that of equality. In the 

same passage in Murshid concerning justice l'ah~awr cites a saying of the 

Prophet~ n'you would not be believers until you love for your brothers what 

you love for yourself.) 114 l'ah~aw! states that this represents the highest 

degree of justice. 

41 
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Although it is possible to separate statements which Tahwaw! has made 

concerning equality and justice, it is on many occasions difficult to do so. 

One cannot distinguish entirely his concept of equality from his concept of 

justice. It appears that Tahwawi himself has not made this distinction clear. 

Again one may observe the oonnection between justice and concern for 

the welfare of one's fellow man. Scattered throughout Murshid and Manahi,i 

one may find a repetition of this theme~ people have duties towards each othe~ 

when their duties are performed and their rights are obtained injustice is 

el1m1nated.5 

,!,ahwaw5: adds that all virtues are derived from justice. "They are 

like attributes of it and are given one of its special names such as mercy, 

piety, loving one's country, •••purity of heart, manliness, generosity, 
6

humbleness, and so on. They are all results of justice." In other words, 

justice is the source from Which all other virtues develop. 

Although Tah't-iwi speaks of justice as a virtue and thus introduces it 

as an ethical concept, he discusses it more as a political concept. As shall 

be seen, justice is examined in the light of its relation to the law, the 

ruler, the welfare of kingdoms, and so on. 

Justice and Prosperity 

Justice is seen to be the cause of the prosperity of nations. In 

Tah't-a'Wi' 5 passage concerning justice in Murshid he states that "it is the 

base of human society, progress and civilization. It is the base for the 

progress of kingdoms because without it the administration of a kingdom would 

not be good. 11 7 

Tahwam sees a link between the prosperity of a nation and the exist

ence of justice in both the Islamic world and in France although, as he 
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explains, the origin of this justice might differ. 

In Manahi,i 1'all"~awr makes two statements which explain that the cause 

of prosperity in a nation is the existence w.i.thin its borders of justice. He 

states that "Islam had made all people equal through justice and fairness. 

It had a civilization which spread all over its lands and provinces." Tatr~awi 

says that Egypt had been established on a strong base of civilization. 

"Through the practice of justice••• the interests of the public had become 

8 
prosperous. " 

The French people also see that justice leads to national prosperity. 

They arrive at this knowledge through reasoning. 

Their reasons had decreed that justice is one of the causes of the 
development of kingdoms and the satisfaction of the people. The rulers 
and the subjects were led to believe in them [the laws] in a way that 
their countries had developed, their knowledge had increased, their 
wealth had accumulated and their hearts were relieved in such a way that 
you would not hear anyone of them complain about injustice anymore, for 
justice is the basis for prosperity•••• Some have saids ••• INo authority 
w.i.thout men and no men w.i.thout money; no money without prosperity and no 
prosperity without justice.'9 

Justice and the Law 

Tah~awr displays open admiration for the French principles of justice. 

The French laws, he states, are the guarantee of justice. One of their major 

functions is the prevention of injustice. These laws do not derive from God; 

rather, they are from man's reason. Yet they have resulted in great prosper

ity and contentment. Furthermore, the French people are very determined to 

ensure the application of the principles of justice, as evidenced by the 1830 

revolt. 

In his examination of the French Constitution, 1'aht-awi makes numerous 

references to the principles of justice. We are told that the French law 

"has certain matters which are just and good." The very first article of this 
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law concerns the equality of all persons before the law. iahtawi comments: 

"Consider this first articlet it has great authority in establishing justice•••• 

It is one of the clear proofs that the French had reached a high degree of' 

10justice and have progressed in the civilized manner. 11 Thus justice means 

equality in the application of the law and the limitation of the power of the 

ruler. The result is the happiness of the subjects. Justice goes hand in 

hand with civilization and progress. Where one finds the principles of just

ice applied, one will also find prosperity. 

In Manahij 1'ahioiwi makes reference to the "just principles" of an 

organized SOciety or kingdom. He claims that in his day all governmental 

rules are now based on justice, loyalty and sincerity.ll 

The courts and ,judges 

Taht;B:-m provides his readers with details of the French system of 

courts and judges as shown in the French Constitution. He also adds his own 

description: "There are many courts in Paris. Each court has a big judge 

like a chief qi~. Around him there are•••people for consultation, lawyers 

for the defence and lawyers for the prosecution•••• ,,12 Tahioin was very im

pressed with the idea of a person acting on behalf of another and using his 

knowledge and skill to defend his client. He elaborates on the point in his 

discussion of' the aftermath of the 1830 revolt. 

Elsewhere in Takhlt§ TahioB:w! relates that people cannot be arrested 

except in the manner prescribed by the law, that they appear before the 

court of their own district, that the trial is open to the public in all but 

exceptional cases, and that a jury must be present. The decision of the jury 

can only be reversed oy the formation of a law deoreed by the two Chambers.13 

This translation of the articles in the Constitution concerning trial by 
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jury allowed the entry to the Arab world of a novel concept in the field of 

justice.14 

Just as the relation between the king and his appointed judges is 

examined in the Constitution and translated in Takhlis, so also is this 

topic to be found in Manahij. Tah:t.awi explains that the government is com

posed of legislative, judiciary and executive powers, all of which either 

belong directly to the king or else revert back to him. 

The power of the law, the 'judiciary', ••• reverts back to the king because 
the judges are the representatives of the ruler in the courts. They are 
given permission from him. He is the one who selects to each judiciary 
district or council whomever he finds suitable for that duty according to 
the traditional rules of the kingdom. Law is in reality a right of the 
rulers and the judges are deputies of the rulers in practising the law. 
Hence, the decrees of the judges which are in accordance with the law 
cannot be rejected because they are released indirectly by the ruler.15 

One cannot fail but to notice a striking similarity between the 

articles in the Constitution of 1814 concerning judges and the above passage 

from Manahij. Portions of this translated C'onstitution 8tate~ "Judgments are 

the right of the king. The judges who are appointed by the king judge in the 

name of the king and their judgments are considered as his own.l6 

Thus while Tah't-aw5:' s position concerning the relation between judges 

and the ruler of the state is very conservative by modern-day standards, it 

was nonetheless fully comparable to the French. system at the time of his con

tact with it during his residence in Paris. His statement compares very 

favourably with the system existing in Islamic states in which the judiciary 

power was not even a separate entity from the ruler. Tah't-awi has advanced 

one step; although the judiciary power reverts back to the ruler, it does at 

least form a distinct entity. This matter shall be discussed further in 

Chapter IV. l7 
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The application of the principles of 
,justices the 1830 revolt as example 

l'atl'rawi appears to hold the view that the 1830 revolt was caused by 

the FrenCh people's desire to uphold the laws and resist an unjust ruler. In 

his description of the aftermath of the revolt he shows his readers that the 

French manner of justice with its system of lawyers and trials does result in 

the actual practice of justice. The same persons who were responsible fordis

obeYing the king were, l'ah:t-iwi noted, very conscientious in their upholding 

of the law and of the principles of justice. In fact, l'a}l'~awi argues, it was 

this very concern for the maintenance of the principles of justice whiCh 

obligated them to go against their king when he did not show a similar con

cem for them. Some of the details which l'aht;ald: gives to demonstrate the 

continuing existence or even, one might say, the strengthening of the princi~ 

pIes of justice in the aftermath of the 1830 revolt shall now be examined. 

When Charles X realized that his position had weakened irreversibly 

and that neither he nor his son had hope of regaining the throne, he decided 

to nee the country. He first sent a message to the Duc d'Orleans and re

quested an escort to ensure his safe departure. After consultation with the 

deputies, the Due sent several of them to protect the former king upon his 

leaving France. lS It appears that l'ah't-!ld: wished to descrlbe the existence 

of a sense of fair play and honest dealing, even with one who had himself 

been treacherous and unjust. 

The ministers who were held to be the cause of the revolt were arrest

ed and tried in a very just manner. l'ah~awt provides detail of this procedure. 

After the hated Polignac was captured he was guarded for the return trip to 

Paris, "as protection from the subjects." The procedure of his arrest follow

ed the method outlined in the law; that is, the Chamber of Peers issued a 
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permit for his arrest. l9 Tah:t.iwi speaks with great interest about the trial 

of these ministers. It must certainly have commanded great attention among 

the French people of that time. 

They [the ministers] were imprisoned together without insulting anyone 
of them during the period of imprisonment ••••They assigned for them a very 
important place in the Chamber of Peers to hear their defence. They 
built a special place for them. They made it very strong and great in 
order that the subjects could not attack them to harm them; neither could 
their supporters free them from the prison. They spent a lot of money on 
this•••• They brought them [the ministers] out every day. Their case 
was one of the greatest matters which a person would like to hear. It is 
one of the most decisive proofs of the civilization of the French and the 
justice of the state. 20 

!ah't-ild: relates how the new king, the fonner Duc d I Orleans, wished to 

remove seventy members of the Chamber of Peers who were supporters of the 

fomer king. liThe majority of the members of the Chamber of Peers were against 

them, but their upholding of the laws, the goodness of their souls and their 

natural inclination against injustice were the reason for their [the seventy 

Peers'] salvation. 2l 

The procedure in the ministers' trial, the role of the lawyers in 

particular, was a cause of further admiration on the part of Tah't-iwi. 

It is surprising that, upon his arrest, the minister Polignac wanted to 
choose one who knows the laws to defend him. He chose Martinac, ••• 
although he did not have connections or popularity. More surprising 
is that •••Martinac had performed that [task] with perfect sincerity and 
spent all he possessed of knowledge to defend the charges of his client. 
Similarly each one of the arrested ministers had chosen a lawyer. When 
the case was opened they brought each one of the imprisoned ministers 
with deep kindness and gentleness. 22 

This passage is only surpassed in importance by al-Jabarti's descrip

tion of the trial of General Kleber's assassin, al-ijalabi, who was provided 

with a lawyer and given a full trial although he had confessed to the crime. 

rah~awils statement thus provides a fUrther elaboration to Egyptian readers 

of the French system of justice which involved lawyers and trials. 
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Tah~awi also gives a description of the method of interrogation of 

the ministers and their sentencing. He states that none of the ministers 

was forced to divulge confidential information of the council. Their lawyers 

spent several days in arguing their innocence. The council studied the in

formation gathered before delivering their verdict. "Sentencing them in this 

way is proof of the good ethics of the French state. n23 

The Prevention of Injustice 

One of Tah~awits major interests in the Constitution concerned those 

articles which, in one way or another, dealt with the prevention of injustice. 

The French law served as a guarantee of this prevention and as a record of 

those actions which are in the interests of the people. 

In Takhlt;s Tah'ttawi explains how the government is structured so as to 

check injustice and prevent the misuse of power. This is accomplished 

through the Cham.ber of Deputies, whose "job•••is to examine the laws, the 

policies, the orders, the management, the budget; to defend this budget; to 

protect the people concerning the tax; and so on, in order that there would 

be no injustice. 1t24 Therefore protection of the subjects against injustice 

is not just left to ah.ance; it is set into the framework of the government. 

There is certainly more possibUity that the laws concerning justice will be 

adhered to if there is a body set up whose function it is to protect the 

people against injustice. 

This point is analyzed further by Tah~awi when he discusses the 

fifteenth article of the Constitution which states that the affairs of the 

state are managed by the king and the two Chambers. 

These three forces or groups thus provide a balance for each other. 

Tah~awi describes the purpose of the third group: 



,5 
The third category is the Chamber of Deputies who are the representatives 
of the people and their defenders in a way that no injustice can be 
inflicted on any person.... The people ••• resist any injusticsto them 
by themselves so they would be protected from any injustice. 2 

This is a very important and novel idea. The people are oapable of taldng the 

responsibility upon themselves to prevent injustice. They are their own 

guardians in that they prevent oertain elements of the canmunity from doing 

harm to other segments. This notion of "self-help" will be discussed further 

in Chapter VI. 

In various other ways the French laws are set up so as to protect the 

subj ects from injustice. Articles concerning taxation and recruitment for 

the army are among such laws. 

The second article, for example, states that each person should 

give money to the state in accordance with his wealth. 26 In commenting on 

this article Tah:t-awi sayS$ 

During my residence in Paris I have not heard any person complaining 
of the taxes or their collection. People are not affected by the taxes; 
they are taken in a way that they would not harm the givers. Ra.ther~ it 
benefits the treasury and the money-owners are protected from injustice 
and bribery.27 

Therefore a systematic and judicious method of tax-collection actually 

prevents injustice. Tah-vawt is describing an important element of the demo

cratic process= all citizens of the nation should participate in the support 

of the state in proportions commensurate with their ability. They have 

rights but they also have responsibilities and these must be carried out by 

all members of the canmunity. This is accomplished in an equitable manner 

and demands are made on the citizens in accordance with their wealth and 

capabilities. 

Recruiting for the army also follows the basic principles of justice 

and equity. In his translation of the French Constitution, Talr\iawi tells 
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his readers that "recruiting people for the army is to be organized and to be 

decreased. 11 In his description of the revision to the law made after the 

1830 revolt he gives lengthy details of the various categories of people who 

are exempted from serving in the army.28 One may infer that the purpose of 

these exemptions is to ensure fairness in the application of the law. 

rah~iw! felt that the articles which were concerned with seizure of 

property were also indications of just measures "Which protect the rights of 

the subjects. The sixty-sixth article declared that seizure of property as a 

means of punishment was to be abolished. While no one could seize the proper

ty of another, the state was allowed to expropriate property with certain 

conditions which are laid out in the ninth and tenth articles. They are as 

follo'WSs all property and land are respected and no one can take the proper

tyof another; the state has the right to force a person to sell his property 

if it is for the conmon good, with the condition that the person be recom

pensed before his property is expropriated. 1'ah~iwr makes the following 

comments on these articles~ "As for article 9, it is justice and fairness 

themselves. It is a necessary one to control the injustioe of the power

ful over the weak. Following it, what appears in article 10 is a t:vpe of 

29obvious respect. t/ 

1'ahtiwi's position concerning these elaborations on the prevention 

of' injustice through tax-collection, recruiting for the a rmy, and the seizure 

of land can be better appreciated and understood in the light of his back

ground. In Islamic lands, such as Eg:vpt during the Manuifi.uke and ottoman 

periods, land was seized without question and taxes,.were heavy burdens with 

no oonsideration for the peasants. Recruiting for the army was accomplished 

on a discriminatory basis. 

Another method of accomplishing justice mentioned in Takhlis is the 
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press. "When a person has had injustice inflicted upon him ••• , he could 

write a complaint in these papers [the Journals and Gazettes] ••• so that the 

story of both the unjust and the person who received the injustice would be 

known•••• ,,30 This demonstrates the role of the press in the maintenance of 

justice, as a deterrent to injustice and wrongdoing. 

Murshid and Manahij are not without statements related to the pre

vention o~ injustice. Permitting natural freedom and political freedom are, 

in effect, ensuring that injustice cannot take hold. 3l This applies also to 

freedom of religion.32 

Political education, which shows the citizens their rights and duties 

in relation to their nation, property and wealth, has as one of its purposes 

the elimination of injustice Which could have been inflicted had the people 

remained ignorant in this field. Elsewhere in Manahij Tah~iwt speaks of 

"legal politics, which guarantee public security and stop and limit injustice 

by people over others."33 

Justice and the Ruler 

In Takhli§ one may find that the king possesses certain privileges 

concerning justice. He has the right to grant pardon or to reduce the sent

ence of a person who has been convicted. Yet the king's privileges are in 

certain cases restrictedJ while he has the right to bestow titles of honour 

on a person, he may not grant him exemption from taxes and other similar 

duties. In addition, the law does not show special favour to the king; he 

may be sentenced in the same manner as any other citizen.34 

In Murshid there is mention of likings••• [ who] are permitted to 

legislate political matters in•••ways which go back to one base, that is, 

justice and good politics." Tah'toiwt also refers to the ttjustice of kings who 
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combine kindness and firmness.,,35 

Justice and the ruler are also linked in Manahij: IIJustice••• can be 

based only on sincerity in both words and action and on good relations be

tween the ruler and the subjects. ,,36 
~ . 

other aspects of the :relation between the ruler and justice will be 

dis cussed in chapter .IV. 

French and Islamic Concepts of Justice 

As ltith equality, justice is not a new concept for a Muslim scholar 

like Tah-v1t4. In fact, Islam is sometimes called the.religion of justice in 

comparison with Christianity which is distinguished by love. All Muslims are 

treated equally, at least in their relations to God. All have the same obli 

gations and duties and receive the same privileges. Even the caliph is not 

distinguished by any privileges; if anything, he is seen to have more respon

sibilities. This situation was held as the common opinion among believers in 

the Muslim faith and was true to a certain extent, even if only at the time 

of the four caliphs who followed the Prophet. 

'fah-vaw!' s journey to France should only have broadened his concept of 

justice. Takhl!~ provides us with several observations which lead to some 

noteworthy considerations. One is Tah-vi,a's belief that French equalitY' and 

freedom are the same as the Islamic concept of justice. A second, which one 

may consider to be a new idea, is that justice cannot be absolute. It is 

instead a relative matter. A third is that the French concept of justice 

which is based on reasoning is not of any less value than the Islamic con

cept of justice. 

As has been discussed previously in Chapter 1,37 1aht-ln has made a Com

parison between 1beIslamic concept of justice and the French concept of free
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dam in attempts to effect a reconciliation. In Murshid he states: "What we 

call justice and fairness they call equality and .freed~m.. ,,38 This st.atement 

corresponds to the following passage in Takhlts: 

What is called freedom and is requested by them is the same thing which 
we call justice andtairness. That is because ruling according to fairness 
means em;ablishing equality concerning the rules and the laws in a way 
that the ruler does not inflict injustice on any person, rather the laws 
are What is sought in a judgment.39 

Tah:t;a.m cautions us that there is no such thing as absolute justice in 

any nation. One may imply from this statement that he is referring to both 

France and the Islamic world. He statess "In general, when justice takes 

place in a country this would be a relative matter, not an absolute justice 

beoause absolute justice does not exist in any country at all.,,40 

The French people place great value on justice. As has been mentioned 

above,4l French nationalism defines justice to be the cause of the prosperity 

of nations and the contentment of the people. The French law comes from 

man's reason, and it is his reason which obliges him to obey it, for he sees 

the benefits deriving from the law. It is the law which upholds the principles 

of justice and results in prosperity and contentment. Thus the French laws 

are worth examining. They provide a viable alternative to the Shari' a since 

they also are a guarantee of justice. 

In Islam, justice is not adlieved through man-made laws and man's 

reason. The French concept of justice, although different fran the Islamic 

concept, must nevertheless be good because the results--prospelityand con

tentment--are proof in themselves. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE VIRTUOUS KING1XM 


AND THE JUST RULER 


The Necessity of a State and a Ruler 

Man cannot live alone 

Man cannot live alone. He is social by nature and thus in need 

of others to achieve happiness and well-being. He must, therefore, live 

in a society. To this effect Tah~awi states: 

Man is a social animal and needs the cooperation of many 
individuals in order to support a good life. Thus philosophers 
have said that man is social by nature. He requires a society which 
has many inhabitants in order to achieve human happiness. Every man 
is by necessity in need of others and thus in need to have good 
relations with others •••because they complete him and perfect his 
humanity. In his turn he perfects their humanit;r.l 

Further in the same text, Manahij, Tah~a:wi repeats that the reason for 

man's joining together is the human necessity of living together and 

protecting one another. 2 

Similar statements are to be found in Murshid, in which Tah~iwi 

explains the social tendency of man to be a result of his weakness by 

nature. He states~ 

Man lives in society together with other members of the human 
race. The weakness of the human being gives him inclination to need 
others. If the human being does not get together with its likes, he 
would be weaker than the animals•••• 
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The inclination of man to social gathering and to progress and 
civilization is a •••natural instinct •••• Man•••uses his faculties of 
reason in order to seek civilization.... If a man lives alone and 
does not join with others nor acquire progress for his nation, he 
would be weak...and 'WOuld be lead astray from order [i.e., stability). 
Through his meeting with his fellow man and through combining all of 
their experiences and intuitiona, their natural faculties would 
enlargt'. 3 

The kingdom is the locus 
of the fu1fillment of the 
Qrinciples of freedom, 
equality and .igstice 

As has been explained previously, freedom, equality and justice 

canoot be contemplated in terms of the individual man; that is, as qual

ities which are found to exist in one individual alone. Rather, they can 

only be examined fully in terms of a grouping of individuals, a society. 

As was shown, this holds true for the concept of freedom as well aa justice 

4and equality. 

From this position it follows naturally to state that Tah~awi be

lieves that these three principles beong in a community. They require a 

society, that is, lIDre than one individual, in order to exist. It is also 

evident in his writings that the se three principles require a state as an 

institution through which these principles can be practised. 

The type of state which l'al'r~a'Wi had kno'Wn and was introduced to 

was the ldngdom. As a result, he believed that the kingdom was an essen

tial institution in order to achieve the three main principles which lead 

to the happiness of the individual and of the society as a whole. Unlike 

other thinkers who look at the state and especially a ldngdom as a tool of 

oppression, Tah~a.wi believed that the ldngdom, or to be precise, the 

virtuous kingdom, is an unquestionable, absolute necessity. "Kingdoms, 11 

he states, "had been established in order to protect the subjects' rights 
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through treating them equally••• , through giving them freedom and by 

protecting them, their property and their honour according to legal rules. ,,5 
A number of aspects of Tah\i~w!' s concepts of freedom, equality and justice 

will be reiterated in this chapter in order to exemplify the interchange be

tween the state and these principles Which cannot exist without a state. 

The importance of a central authority 

It is impossible, however, to conceive of a state without a ruler or 

more specifically, a ldngdom without a king. The state is in need of a 

strong central authority; Tah1;awi sees the ruler as a pillar of strength and 

stability. He cannot visualize the achievement of freedom, equality and jus

tice unless within the framework of a state~ nor the existence of a state 

without a ruler who would maintain order and thus create an ,atm,osphere of 

calm in which the subjects could enjoy their rights. Tah\iaw5: has made the 

following remarks concerning the necessity of a ruler' 

The function of the rulers is one of the greatest religious duties 
and one of the most important affairs of the citizens. The rulera are 
the basis of both worldly life and religion.... Without them the order 
of this world collapses because of those among the people who do bad 
works. Without a ruler the ,scholar would not be able to spread his 
knowledge and both the religious judge and the politician6Would not be 
able to execute their decrees; the worshipper cannot worship, the 
labourer canoot work, and the trader cannot trade. Without rulers••• 
cities would collapse and both rebellions and evil would increase•••• 
The king is like the soul and the subjects like the body_ The body is 
not a body except through its soul•••• 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 


The government •••necessitates both ruler and ruled; that is, a ldng 
and subjects. The ldng 'WOuld not be understood without the subjects, 
nor the subjects without a ldng. It is like fatherhood and sonhood•••• 

••• 'lhere js ro subject in any ldngdom who could be organized without a 
person in cha:tg;e. otherwise it would weaken and become disordered. 
Its people would be unhappy for the lack of ltim lilo would seek their 
happiness by improving their affairs••••B 
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Tah"~in sees the ruler as the central authority to which all 

the distinguishable powers of the ruling force converge. 

The general ruling power••• is also called the government or the 
monarchy. It is a central matter from which emerges three strong 
rays.... The force of decreeing the laws, organizing them and 
choosing what would be followed of the decrees of the Sharl:' a •••is 
the legislative power. The second is the power of the law, the 
judiciary. The third is the power of executing the laws which were 
decreed by the judges. These three powers revert back to one power, 
whi ch is the royal power•••• 9 

Virtuous Kipgdoms Based on Justice 

Have Advanced in Civilization 


In numerous places in his three books, Takh1i~, Manihij and 

Kurshid, t'ahiiwi links the existence of justice in a kipgdom with its degree 

of civilization. Thus we are told that It justice means••• the virtuous king

dom. 1I10 "Justice,1I Tahiin says, lIis the base of human society, progess and 

civilization. It is the base for the progress of kingdans because without 

it the administration of a kingdom ~ould not be complete. ull 

Justice, however, cannot be separated.f'rom law. "There is••• no 

organized society or kingdom moderate in its rules which does not follow 

the principles of justice [i. e., laws]." The laws of the just kipgdom are 

themselves based on justice and sincerity.12 

These laws, as seen by t'aht-awi, may be derived from either "religion" 

or "politics".l) By theterm "politicslt t'ahiil4 is referring to man"1llade 

laws. In other words, there exist two parallel--but not identical--means of 

achieving justice and civilization in a kingdom. This parallel draws the 

attention to the two sources of the virtuous republic or city mentioned by 

al-Farabi and other Muslim philosophers, that is to say, the Sharl:' a or 

religious law and the intellect, the source of man-made law which is in 

turn the IIp'::>litics ll as understood by Tahial4. It appears that he is 
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implying that, irrespective of the means, the result is the same, that is, 

a just kingdom. The origin of civilization is therefore twofolds spiritual 

and material.14 

In additi on, in a civilized kingdom meaning one which is based on 

justice, the citizens' rights are derived from freedom. That is so be

cause freedom is none other than having the citizen practise his rights. 

Only in a civilized, just kingdom can the citizen enjoy his freedom. Free

dom, however, cannot be fragmented. The freedom of other citizens should 

be as important to any individual as his own freedom. Similarly a free 

nation is "pleased 'With the freedom of other nations and is harmed by sup

pressing other kingdoms. ,,15 

'While the reason for the kingdom's existence is the protection of 

the subjects' rights by means of freedom and equality, the converse of this 

statement also holds true; that is, the nation protects the principles of 

equality in order to maintain its very existence. tah~iw5: sayss liThe 

civilization of a nation is the acquiring by its inhabitants of those tools 

necessary for the improvement of their spirituaJ. and material affairs." 

Thus one may say that the purpose of a nation is to procure the well-being 

of its citizens. The statement might be found similar to tai'l't.aw!t s 

imagery that the nation is like the house of one's parents. The nation 

16protects its citizens, who receive benefits from being under its care.

Tah't-ild makes a few passing remarks about the unjust kingdom. In 

the unjust kingdom politics meant cunning and deceit, as compared to a more 

praiseworthy definition when within the context of a just kingdom. As 

examples of the unjust kingdom Tah~iw5: refers to feudal Europe and Egypt 

under the Mam.elukes. Europe at the time of the feudal lords was uncivilized 
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and had not tasted progress. Therefore lack of progress stems directly 

from injustice in the kingdom and the exploitation of its citizens. 

The need for stability 
in a kingdom 

The fulfillment of freedom in a kingdom is not contradictory to the 

prerence of law and order. To the contrary, 'fah~iwi explains the neces

sity of stability and allm in a nation. They are prerequisites to the enjoy

ment of freedcm and other rights. 

In Murshid, 'faht-i14 has linked the "preserving ot calm and order in 

their nation and preventing internal disorder and troub1eHlBto the attri

butes ot equality and freedcm. In other words, law and order are seen to 

be of parallel importance and necessity to equality and freedom. 

In sharp contrast to 'fahtiwtt s statements in Takhli~ in praise of 

French political parties is a passage in Murshid which calls on all people 

to be "of the heart of one man. U Again in this passage freedOO1 is linked 

to the presence of stability in the nation. 'fahtiw! states~ 

The one ~ (community) should not be divided into several parties of 
different opinions because that leads to quarrels, hatred and 
instability ot the wa-Van (nation). They should not wish their 
happiness over the unhappiness of others [among them] especially that 
politics and religion had made them equal. It had decreed on them to 
be of the heart of one man. They should not think of any as their 
enemy except the one who instigates trouble among them so that their 
kingdom would have disturbance. This is the real enemy who does not 
like to see the people enjoying freedom and peacefulness within their 
nation. l9 
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It might be possible to link the above passage with Tahta,wi's 

account in Takhlr" of the speech made by the Due d' Orleans upon ascending 

the throne. The Due made statements to the effect that the restoration of 

the laws am subsequent return to order, both brought about by the re

volt, would result in a return to freedom and peacefulness. 20 Yet certainly 

one should avoid the temptati on to take this passage as an example of 

Tahta,14 t s advocacy of revolt for the sake of maintaining a proper order. 

In Takhl';~ and MUl"shid one may find sOOlooat contradictory state

ments concerning freedan of opinion. In Takhl!f!, as has been described 

previously,21the press expressed opinions openly about political matters. 

Tahiaw! saw one of the major causes of the 1830 revolt to be the unjust and 

illegal censorship of the press. In Murshid, while 1'ahtawi has praised 

freedom of opinion, especially that enjoyed by the European newspapers, and 

said that it has helped in spreading civilization, he here adds a caution

ary note, "that this law [of freedom of opinion] would be used. without 

excess and without leading to any disturbance. 1I22 

Maintenance of stability in a nation and the enforcement of law 

and order have, of course, a direct relation to the ruler. Tl'e p.lsition of 

ruler became an inherited one for the sake of peacefulness and harmony. 

l'ahtaw! states~ 

The royal position was previously and in most kingdoms by the election 
of the majority and the consensus of the nation. But when elections 
had led to many consequences of civil d1sturbance~ fighting, wars and 
differences of opinion, ••• avoiding trouble had priority over seeking 
good. Inheritance of the throne had been chosen in accordance with 
the tradition established in each kingdom. Following these royal 
traditions is the guarantee for the continuous harmony of the kingdom. 

It is the ruler who is responsible for the maintenance of law and 

order within his state. In Murshid l'aht;awi states that a just king who 

23 
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combines both kindness and firmness provides stability in the nation by 


24
acting as a balance to the freedom of the SUbjects. One might state 

that here again freedom and stability are shown to be not necessarily con

tradictoq. 

The ruler has several means at his disposal to maintain order and 

stability in the nation. The use of force to achieve calm and stability, 

and thus the happiness of the subjects, is justified. In Manahij l'ah:t;awi 

states that "without the use of force by kings people would fight among 

themselves.... Those who are strong•••would oppress the weak, the evil 

doers would overcome the good••• and all this leads to the destruction of 

the land and the people. tl25 

l'aht-awi I s most striking statement concerning the privileges of the 

ruler in the face of what he sees to be a threat to the welfare of the 

subjects is the followings 

It is permissible for the ruler•••to forbid same permissible matters 
which could lead to ham. For example, when the ruler fears that the 
ahl al-l}all wa al-'agd [those who have the right to elect or depose a 
caliph] would agree on a fitna (rebellion), he would disallow their 
meeting which is originally permissible Wb.en the ruler forbids such 
an affair it should become prohibited. 2b 

In other words t for the sake of preserving the status quo the ruler is able 

to overrule those who would normally have a right in determining whether 

or not he should remain in that position. This is certainly an opposite 

position to 'What Taht-awr seems to advocate in Takhlis. 

Finally, one must note l'ah'\itwi' s statement in Manahi,j concerning 

the duty of the subjects to maintain patience in the face of an unjust 

ruler. Here again this statement is the opposite to that lilicb appears in 

Takhli§ in which 'tahtt'id quotes a 1}adith (tradition) which justifies 
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obedience~ 

If he [the ruler] is just with then they should praise him and if he 
is unjust with them they should be patient until God leads him to 
guidance and guides him to justice. Until injustice disappears they 
should pray to God to send to him [the ruler] a staff of wise, 
courageous, honourable and just persons. 28 

France and Egypt are Examples 
of the Virtuous Kingdom. 

Since l'ahtiw! is a pragmatic thinker, he does not speak of the 

virtuous kingdom. in the abstract alone. Rather, he praises the virtuous, 

just kingdom as represented by both France and Egypt. In doing so he is 

supporting his statements that just kingdoms may have their rules derived 

from either "politics" or "religion", keeping in mind that France is ruled 

according to politics while Egypt is supposedly ruled according to religion. 

In the introduction to his description of the workings of the French 

state, l'ahtaw! sayss "Let us remove the veil concerning the management of 

the French and let us study most of their rules, so that their wonderful 

management be a lesson to those who listen. 11 'J,'ahtiw! is displaying the 

French system of governing as an example of a just kingdom. Not only is 

it worthy of praise, but als:> of being imitated. This idea is carried 

further in his comments on the French system of taxation. He says that if 

taxation and the likes were to be organized in the Islamic land as they 

are in France, then the people would be contented and at the same time the 

needs of the treasury 'WOuld be met. 29 The importance of such a position 

lies in the fact that l'ahtaw! is saying that France is superior to the 

Islamic countries insofar as the just collection of taxes is concerned. 

He stresses this seemingly minor point in the Constitution because he 
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sees taxation as the support of the nation and the citizens as the recip

ients of its benefits. Thus, for the purpose of pleasing the citizens, 

taxation and also other elements of governmental administration could 

profitably be set up as they are in France. 

The justice of the French state and the fair treatment of its 

citizens receives praise when 1'aht-aw5: describes the judiciary system and 

the trial of the ministers accused of disobeying the Constitution. "Their 

case was one of the great events which a person would like to hear. It is 

one of the most decisive proofs of the civilization of the French and the 

justice of their state. n30 

Tahtra.wi' idealized France, to the extent that he was surprised to 

find that it did not uphold all of his expectations of what an advanced 

nation should be. 1'al'l't-a:wt t s image of a ruler was that of an expert in all 

fields, including science and scholarship. He thought that Lafayette, al

though a great leader and lover of freedcm, was not a scholar and therefore 

not the most perfect ruler. 1'ah1jiw5: stated: I1It is surprising that such a 

matter 'WOuld occur also in the lands which are advanced in civilization. ,,31 

One might say that his admiration for the French nation was so ccmplete 

that he could scarcely imagine the existence of any manner of defect. 

France is not alone in receiving praise, and in Manahij T~awr 

praises the civilization of Egypt in ancient times and the modern nation 

under IsmafIl whose laws are based on justice. Egypt's citizens have con

tributed to its glory: "Each part of this world has a star among i t8 king

doms which shines on its horizon. Our Egypt is the star of the African 

continent and the sun of .the horizon of the Ea:st.,,32 
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..~ The Just Ruler 

Characteristics of a just ruler 

Tahtam describes the qualities which a ruler should possess: 

A king should have kindness, mercy and patience.... The king should 
be like a father in his meroy towards his children. When any trouble 
is inflicted upon the subjects, the king should take care of it with his 
kindness and management.... When the subjects have any problem in their 
daily life••• the king should be generous with them and prevent any 
trouble which might have oocurred. 33 

!ahta~ gives as an example the generous and just actions of Sultan 

Malpniid al-Ghazna~ towards his subjects during a time ot drought. 

Tahtawt also refers in Manahij to the "establishment of love and 

intimacy in the heart of the king and his subjects due to his following ••• 

of the correct path aocording to the oonditioned rules of the kingdm. n.34 

As has been disoussed previously, Tahtaw5: speaks in Mursbid of the. 
Iljustice of kings who oombine kindness with firmness. ,,35 In Takhli~ he 

praises the French love for justioe and quotes several badith in support of 

his position, among which is the following, "The hearts of the subjects are 

the treasuries of the king. 'Whatsoever he puts in them he later finds. ,,36 

Tahta~ makes rerer~ to praiseworthy qualities of rulers whom he 

labels as just. Thus in Takhlt, he speaks of Louis XVIII who opposed at

tempts by his relatives to return to absolute rule. He shows admiration 

for the Duo dfOrleans, who became Louis-Philippe, when he eliminated osten

tatious and elaborate ooronation ceremonies. 37 

'fahtoam appears to be giving praise to the reigns of both Mul)ammad 

(Al.! and Ianii '5:1 in the following statement in Manahi.j~ "It is of God's 

mercy that He made it His oustOOl to erect in each era a person who executes 

justice and suppresses evil-doers from inflicting injustice." On several 
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other occasions he praises Ism.l':n who "established an unlimited base of 

justice and uncounted good achievements. tI "With his efforts•••and good 

care•••Egypt ••• is progressing to the degree of perfection. 1I38 

The king and consultati on 

There is much reference to the use of consultation in '1'&001,.. The 

Constitution was compiled by Louis XVIII with the people's "consent and 

agreement." In his listing of the six or seven different councils and 

their functions, l'aht'-im refers to the Chamber of Peers as lithe people whom 

the king consults first," and the special council as Ita council in which 

the king selects certain people to consult concerning special subjects. tI 

The Chamber of Deputies is also consulted. It "is divided into small 

councils called the bureaux whose members examiM the Matters recommended 

and. sent by the king. It The importance and power of the consultative bodies 

in France are shown when it is stated that no law can take effect unless it 

has first been discussed in these bureaux, in addition to being accepted by 

the king. 39 

In Murshid and Manahij there is also reference to the use of con

sultation although, as shall be seen, consultation in Islamic lands did not 

have the same force behind it as in France. l'ah~awtts sole reference to 

consultation in Murshid is the following statements "The ruler depends on 

the fatwa (opinion) of the scholars and religious doctors. ,,40 

In Manahij Taht;iwt describes the benign autocrat who consults his 

subjects although he is in no way obliged to do so. He does so merely out 

of love and consideration for his subjects. 
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It is known that the king wno loves his subjects loves their progress 
in the royal [i.e. governmental] positions in order to seek help with 
their opinions which is necessary for him. He ought to be careful 
in choosing his men more than in choosing his money because despite 
his particular right in being s1Dgled out in his orders and in his 
high status, he is not satisfied with his uniqueness and does not do 
away with the majority. He is like a traveller on a remote road who 
must tft~e care of his two horses, the one he rides and the one he 
leads. 

The essentially weak position of those who offer consultation is 

exposed in the following passage. It is seen that there is no strength or 

power whatsoever behind their words of advice. 

He [the king] would be judged by his God and he wouldn't be responsible 
towards any of his subjects. Rather, he should be reminded by the 
masters of law and policies of wisdom in a subtle way. He should be 
informed of what could have escaped hia Wlintentionally.42 

Another aspect of consultation is that it provides a relief for the 

ruler of the heavy burden of governing. While maintaining his control over 

important matters, the king is able to delegate more routine or tedious 

matters to courts and councils who, of course, act on his behalf" 

Since politics is a very great responsibility and cannot be 
perfom.ed by one person, the king would be specialized in dealing 
with the most important rules and would give some of his authority 
to courts and councils, especially in detailed arfairs.43 

Finally, one May refer to Tah'toaw!' s Mention of ISIla'n. He consults 

his subjects, we are told, in administrational. matters which he wishes to 

bring about for t heir own benefit.44 Again one is provided with an image 

of the benign monarch who condescends to consultation out of goodwill 

rather than necessity or obligation. 

Limited monarchy and restrictions 
on the authority of the king 

In Takhlts Tah'toiw! gives a very detailed and precise description 

of the workings of the French government. He shows great admiration for 
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the concept of a monarchy which is limited in its power by a constitution 

and which must share its authority with representative councils. He goes 

so far as to state that if one examines the Shari'a, one would find within 

it the justification for a limited monarchy. In addition, as shall be dis

cussed in Chapter UI;rah.,i14 claims that the Shad: I a is also the source for 

both absolute monarchy and republic which together form the three major 

types of government which existed in France.45 

When the Bourbons were restored to power in 1814 by other European 

nations their position within France was very weak. 1ah.,iw5: explains the 

conditions which resulted in the creation of a constitution. This constitu

tion defined a type of rule which was a departure from both the republican 

rule of recent years and the absolute monarchy of the former Bourbons. 

In order that the people accept his rule and thus strengthen his 
monarchy, he [Louis XVIII] compiled a law between himself and the 
French people with their consent and agreement. He obliged himself 
to follow the law and not to disobey. This law is the Constitution•••• 
He compiled the law for himself and his descendants••• in a way that 
nothing can be added or omitted frcrn it without the agreement of the 
king, the Chamber of Peers and the Chamber ot Deputies. Both Chambers 
and the king are necessary [for any change ].46 

From this passage it is possible to see that the king's authority is limited 

by the laws to which he must swear obedience. The division of authority is 

three-fold! the king and the two chambers share the ruling. 

The king's authority is limited in such a way that he is the ruler 

with the condition that he obey the law which has been approved of by the 

chambers. Every king, upon ascending the throne, must swear to obey the Con~ 

stitution. The king, the Chamber of Peers and the Chamber of Deputies share 

the responsibility for the management of the kingdom. No change is made 

in the laws unless all three parties agree to it.47 
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The Duc d' Orleans, later to becOIlle Louis-Phi1ippe, reaffimed and 

deepened the commitment of the French monarchy to the principle of limited 

rule. Tah-Vawi relates that upon asoending the throne after the 1830 revolt 

the Duc swores 11 tI witness God the most High that I would proteot with sin

cerity the Constitution including the laws of the ldngdom,1' • and that I would 

not rule except by the 1aws.'" Tahiawi plaoed great emphasis on the fact 

that it was the French people who decided that the Duo d' Orleans should be

come ldng. The deputies deoreed that he should be named lithe ldng of the 

French and not the ldng of France.1! Thus the monarchy was reduced to a tem

poral. rule, a rule by the will of the people. The deputies even diatated 

the conditions upon which the Duc was to be given the throne. He accepted 

the condition of being named ldng of the French as well as the restrictions 

on the authority of the ldng outlined in the r ension of the Constitution.48 

Thetur> other systems of government which Tahjaid described in 

Takh1i~ were those of absolute monarchy and the republic. Tahi~b4 makes lit

tle referenoe to absolute monarchy, except to state that Charles X plotted 

to do away with the Constitution and retum to the way of absolute rule. 

Without a doubt Tahiawi's sympathies were not towards this monarch. Taht-aid 

appears to speak well of the Napoleonic Republic. In his brier statement, 

one of the first discussions of the French Revolution to an lPgyptian audience, 

Tah't-lwi tells of the execution of the French ldng and Napoleont s rise to 

power. His ldngdom was great and powerful, feared by other nations. 

Napoleon was overthrown by other European monarchs despite the love of the 

French people for him. The Bourbon monarchy was restored against their 

will. One possible reason for the relative brevity of Tah-vawit s remarks 
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concerning a republican system of government could be that the example before 

him was of limited versus absolute monarchy, systems which he could thus ex

amine and scrutinize at close hand.49 

It should be noted here that the absence of reference in Murshid and 

Kanahij to limited monarchy may be explained by the fact that l'ah~awi was 

writing in relation to Egypt of his day_ Discussion and proposals made were 

within the framework of his realization of the practical limits concerning 

the Egyptian nation. 

Restrictions on the authority of the king. Restrictions on the power 

of the king, in addition to those mentioned in the previous section on lim

ited monarchy, are set out in considerable detail in Takhli§. The law est

ablishea. restrictions on the king as it does for every individual in the 

society. It restrains the king from perfonning injustice and prevents him 

from exercising extraordinary privileges which would be against the interests 

of the subjects. Even a just king needs restrictions on his power, because 

the great authority of his position will tempt him to mould the laws to suit 

his purposes. For example, when the Due d' Orleans was newly installed as 

king he attempted to remove seventy members of the Chamber of Peers who sup

ported the former king. He was prevented .fran doing so by the lIupholding of 

the laws. usa 
In lta.nahij, references to the restrictions of the king by the law 

are not as definite and strong as in Takhlis. There is only passing refer

ence made to the fact that the king governs according to the practised laws 

of his kingdom. When forgiving crimes, the king should not overpass the 

limits of the law. These passages may be looked upon as a gentle reminder 
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to the ruler to rule within the limits of the law but not as a strict en

forcement of this. 51 

Tahtawi makes only one statement in Murshid concerning restrictions 

on the king. The ruler, he says, does not have the right to decide right 

and wrong if this disagrees with the previous positioneof the religious 
52 

leaders (imams). 

Further restrictions on the king, described in Manahij, are those of 

the conscience, of public opinion and of history.53 

God is the ultimate source of restrictions on the king. "He [God] 

had made him king over them but not a possessor of them, rather, a protec

tor and a leader; an assurance for their material and spiritual sUbsistence 

rather than an exploiter. ,,54 A statement along a similar vein is the fol

lowing one from Takhlis: "The authority of the kings is over the bodies of 

the subjects but not over their hearts. ,,55 

Duties of the king 

The king has certain duties to perform towards his subjects, the 

laws of his kingdom and most important, as his responsibility toward God in 

return for the favours that God has bestowed upon him. In Manahij we are 

told that "perfonning justice is the first duty of rulers." The ruler must 

be merciful to others, firstly, because he possesses God's attributes to a 

greater degree than other people and, secondly, in order that God be merci

ful with him. While the king is taking care of his subjects, he must also 

be continuously striving to improve himself "because whoever does not re

form himself cannot reform others. n,6 
As has been mentioned in numerous places, Tah'1iawi explains that it 

is the duty of the French monarch to obey the Constitution of 
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57the French land. In Manahij Tahtiwi says: liThe ruler...governs according 

to the practised rules in his kingdom.... [He] takes the responsibility of 

governing in order to lead his subjects according to the laws. 1t58 

Just as the king receives privileges fram his subjects, so also does 

he have duties towards them. liThe ruler must spend his effort to make all 

his subjects pleased with him. He should put himself in their places and 

treat them as he treats himself. 11 It is also the duty of the ruler to dir

ect his subjects towards suitable professions, whether towards theoretical 

sciences or towards professions and practical works. "Every man is prepared 

by nature for a particular virtue which he could reach easier. Thus the 

ruler must direct each person towards his own happiness. 11 Elsewhere in 

Manahij Tah'tliw1: states~ "The king must take care in bringing up his subjects 

and must train them.... He should make the farmers and traders perform 

their professions••• [and] encourage the artisans.... He should do the same 

with every class. !I In another passage in which l'ah'tliwi praises Isma'n, 

the Khedive is said to have performed his duty towards his subjects by "not 

wasting the rights which God had entrusted him with. It That is, the subjects 

participate in the administration of the country.59 

Privileges of the kin..! 

The king is endowed with many privileges. Tah!-iwi does not begrudge 

the ruler these privileges, however, for they often may be considered neces

sary for the smooth running of the affairs of state. 

Most remarks concerning the pr!vileges of the ruler are to be found 

in Manihi,j. l'ah'tliwi states: "The ruler is the head of his nation and the 
f:IJ 

first possessor of authority in the state." He later quotes the tiur'an in 
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his discussion of the privileges of the kingt !lGod the most High had said: 

~Obey God and obey the Prophet and those who are rulers a;m.ong you. ,61 God 

had placed obeying the rulers along with obeying Him. This is a great priv

ilege for the rulers; no privilege is greater. ,,62 

In Takhlt" Tah~awi's detailed description of the workings of the 

French state begins with a listing of several of the king's privileges, such 

63 
as the exclusive right of the Bourbons to inherit the throne. In his trans

lation of the French Constitution Tah~awi provides the following details of 

the qualities of the king~ 

The king is respected.... He is the greatest of the people of the state. 
It is he who••• declares war and peace••• (and] who appoints people to the 
essential positions, who renews some laws and policies, who decrees what 
is needed and executes his decrees when they are f or the good of the 
state.~ 

It is interesting to find this statement duplicated almost identi 

cally in his work of many years later, Manahijl IIHe [the king] is the one who 

appoints those who are deserving to the official posts, arranges the functions, 

organizes the plan of performing laws and traditions, [and] orders the ex

ecution of the decrees. ,,65 

The king is highly privileged in his relation to God. "Kings in 

their different kingdoms have rights which are called privileges.... The 

king is God's representative in the kingdom. He would be judged by his God 

and would not be responsible towards any of his subjects." The king is bles

sed with the possession of some of God's attributes such as kindness, mercy 

and patience to a greater extent than lesser persons. liKings••• are prior to 

other people in possessing God's attributes.... Kings are God's shadow on 

earth over the subjects. I! Similarly Tah~awi statess "God had chosen him [the 
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king] to lead the subjects.... God the most High had distinguished him by 

glorious characteristics. The first is that he is khalifah of God on earth 

over his subjects. ,,66 

The king is unique in his privileges~ 

The royal authority is in his [the king's] hands. He does not share 
it with anyone. This great characteristic is beneficial to the subjects 
••• since performing the welfare of the public would be accompliShed faster 
since it is related to one unique will. It would not be as fast if it 
were related to numerous wills.... The king is not responsible to 
anyone. How could he be responsible when he is the head of the kingdan, 
the leader of the amies and the centre of all extemal and internal 
military and governmental affairs. o1 

The king also enjoys privileges in relation to the law. "Law is in 

reality a right of the rulers and the judges are deputies of the rulers in 

practising the law." As has been discussed previously, the legislative and 

judiciary powers revert back to the king, while the executive power is his 

right alone to begin with. Thus the three elements of the ruling power re

vert back to the king. 68 

Further description of the ruler' s privileged functions related to 

the laws are also to be found in Maniihi.1s 

When he orders the councils to organize the decrees, they would not 
be perfonned and would not have value until he signs them and agrees on 
the punishment of those who do not perfozm them and respect the laws•••• 
He would announce the laws in order that they be declared effective when 
they are announced. 69 

The king is the possessor of extraordinary privileges. It is he who 

grants titles of honour and amnesty to prisoners. I'The ruler has the right 

to forgive criminals. This is the most gloriOUS characteristic which suits 

the royal position." 'j{) 

Unlike Manahij, in Murshid l'ah'\ii'Wi makes only two coonnents caocern

ing the privileges of the ruler. Yet they are very significant, noteworthy 
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statements concerning the unusual powers of the ruler. One concerns the 

king's right to limit the subjects' freedom while the other concerns the 

suppression of normally permissible meetings in the instance that they could 

conceivably lead to a rebellion. Both passages have been described in fuller 

detail elsewhere in this thesis. 71 

With no doubt Tahjawt takes a very conservative stand in both MurShid 

and Manmd.1 concerning the king and his privileges. He seems to adopt fully 

the traditional Sunni position concerning the ruler, as established by 

scholars such as al-Mawirdi. This position might be sufficient for sme 

authors to justify the claim that Tahjawi was a conservative thinker, total

ly unaffected by his oontact with the West.72 However, if one examines 

tahja:w~ as a man who had, in fact, acquired two cultures, it could be stated 

that his position concerning the king's privileges is merely a manifestation 

of his traditional Islamic culture. One might say that it is indicative of 

one extreme swing of the pendulum between al-Azhar and Paris. 
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FOOTNOTES 

Chapter IV 

1 Tahiiwt, f4:an?ihij, p. 25. 

2 Ibid., p. 301. 

3 Tahiaw5:, . Murshid, pp. 28-29. 

4 See, for example, above pp. 30, 36 and 47. 

6 	 For the meaning of the terms "politics" and "politicianll and the 
distinction between politics and religion, and the achievement of 
laws by both means,se-e p. 107 and chapter VI. 

7 	 Tahian, Manahij, p. 348. 

8 	 Ibid., p. 353. 

9 	 Ibid., p. 349. See above p. 51. It might be argued here that 
Tabiin's statement concerning the three powers is a step in the 
direction away from the traditionaJ. Islamic position in which there 
is no difference between the executive and judiciary power. The 
legislative power was not one in the real sense; it merely involved 
jurists who only channelled existing laws. They could only draw fran 
the legislation already' set up by God. Tallian's distinction of 
three powers, although they do all revert back to the mer, is more 
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CHAPTER V 

THE SUBJECTS 

Citizens Within Their Nation 

In his Takhl!§ Tahvawi: provides numerous and lengthy descriptions 

of the French society and cust<RS for the benefit of his Egyptian and 

ottoman audience. He gives a detailed account of the physical appearance of 

the city of Paris, the state of health care and education, the various class

es of people, ethics of the French, manners of dress, woaan's role in society, 

and so on. In this present study only his observations concerning French 

politics and the attitude of the French toward justice, freedaa and equality 

have been discussed. There are numerous studies to be found of the socio

logical aspects of his work. I 

In Manahij one finds the traditional classification of citizens of 

a country into the three categories of ruler, soldiers and those who are 

farmers, traders or labourers enlarged to include a fourth class. This 

class is that of the smolars, judges and trustees of the religion. 'faht-awi 

2places them above theanuy and second only to the ruler in status. 

In Murshid Taht-iwi discusses the warm relationship between the 

citizen and his nation. The citizen should feel as if he is in the home of 

his mother and father. If freedan were based on good laws, it would cause 

the people to be happy in their country and to love their nation. 1ah~iwI 

also states that a citizen's greatest privilege is to be a member of his 

society. 3 
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The power of the subjects 

1'alrt;§wi speaks of the 'Iorder of civilization" which demands that 

there be two powers~ the ruling power and the ruled power, that is, the 

power of the citizens. He speaks of both as "great powers. U One neces

sitates the other, one might say; certainly each has its own significance and 

strength. The citizen has an important and essential place in the society. 

Taht.§td is implying that the citizens are a force equal in strength to the 

ruling power and form a balance to it. Elsewhere he states that public 

opinion, that is, the opinion of the people of a kingdom, forms the dominant 

4authority over kings and is greatly feared by them.

In Murshid ',faht.itd also makes reference to the existence of a balance 

of "rights" between the ruler and the people. When the freedom of the people 

is balanced by the justice of a kind yet strong ruler, there is no fear of 

5freedom; rather, there exists a balance and all parties would be contented. 

The Rights of the Subjects 

The rights of the citizens to freedom, equality and justice are dis

cussed elsewhere. Several key passages will be repeated here, while the 

rights of subjects to elect representatives will be discussed in Chapter VI 6. 

Tahtoatd's observations in Takhlis concerning the difference between 

French and Islamic laws contain the following comments: "They [the legal 

rules] are called the French rights, meaning the rights of the French people 

towards each other. That is because the rights according to the French are 
7

different. It 

In Manihij Taht.iwi defines civil rights to be the rights of the 

people in a kingdom towards each other. These rights, he says, are called 

the personal, particular rights as opposed to public rights. They protect the 

citizen's property, wealth and person. Kingdoms, he states, were established 
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in order to protect the subjects' rights by treating them equally before the 

law and by assuring their security. Furthermore, the king is not allowed to 

8
forgive a crime which has been committed against the subjects' rights. 

Considerable attention is devoted in MurShid to the question of 

subjects' rights. Tah't-awi states~ "The rights of all people in a civilized 

ldngdOlll are deriTed from freedcm." His division of freedOlll into fiTe major 

categories is based upon various rights of the subjects. Natural freedom is 

a right of all individuals. Social freedom involves behaviour towards oneself 

and others. Civil freedOlll concerns the rights of citizens towards each other. 

Political freedom is the state's guarantee to each citizen of the protection 

and usage of his property and of the practice of his natural freedom. 9 

Improvement of the subject's lot in life 
and his attainment of happiness 

As has been discussed in ohapter 11 in the section on equal opportun

ity, Tah't-iwi praises the third article of the Constitution which states 

that any French person could occupy any position. This article, he explains, 

would persuade each person to show concern for his education, for by this 

means could he attain a higher position in life and reach his desired goal.10 

Tah't-a:wt is thus preaching the vuue of striving for perfection and improving 

one's lot in life through education and hard work. 

In his introductory remarks in Manahij, !ah't-aw! states that Egyptians 

had in ancient times practised the "two pillars of the perfection of 

civilization." The spiritual pUlar of civilization is that of ethics and 

the Shad ~ a. The material is that of public interest which rewards all 

members of the society with wealth, prosperity and peace of mind. By means 

of these two pillars do God's servants taste happiness. 



Later in the text '!'ah1;.awi says that the end of feudalism in Europe 

meant that the people received the fruit of their labour in both artisan-work 

and in agriculture and ~rere thus able to improve their status and to progress 

in matters of civilization.ll 

Citizens deserve complete freedom. They are provided with what is 

necessary for this life and for the attainment of happiness in both this world 

and the next. ~ah1ia.wi also remarks on the necessity for the subjects to be 

under the rule of a king "who could seek their happiness by improving their 

n. 1,12af Ia~rs. 

Similar statements are to be found in Murshid. When a nation becomes 

civilized it provides its inhabitants with t~e tools necessary for the improve

ment of their spiritual and material affairs. Freedom based on good laws is 

the greatest means by which people are happy in their countries.13 

Mass and political education 

In Tahtawi'S assessment in Takhlis of the value of freedom of the 

press he states that the press has a beneficial role to play in educating 

the citbens, whether in moral values, political matters or in a strictly 

"academic" field. It offers an incentive for people to behave correctly 

towards each other. It encourages interrelationships with other citizens 

and provides a moans of educating one another.14 This education lies out 

of the usual context, what one may today call "informal" or "mass" 

education rather than a formal schooling. Due to its wide circulation and 

relatively easy accessibility, the press is capable of informing and educat

ing large numbers of people. 

http:another.14
http:countries.13
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In Manahij 'tah~awr praises I ami '!!' s orders to bring together the 

sons of local leaders, that they may "practice and leam the rules and the 

management in order to employ them later on in administrative posts•••• 

The poet says~ 'There may be something small now which would grow in the 

future, as rain which begins by a sprinkle. ,,,15 This statement takes on 

great significance when examined in the light of 'taht;iwi's actual role in 

life of building a pyramid of administrators and bureaucrats, graduates from 

his School of Translation and others, 'Who helped to bridge the gap between 

solitary ruler and uneducated peasants. 

Although l'aht;iwi believes in the just ruler, he also feels that 

ruling a society is an enomous task. The ruler is in need of a pyramid-

shaped administration, of which he forms the peak. This dRonstrates 

l'ah1tiwi's special concept of democracy. While all people are not neces

sarily equal in their position in life, at the same time neither should the 

ruler be entirely separated from and above the society. The gap is bridged 

by means of a pyramid of administrators and the -.ilole society is united. 

The apparent conflict between the idea of providing education for 

the sons of the elite alone, or of mass education, is only superficial. 

That is, detailed and advanced education in administrative and political 

matte:rs is necessary to produce good administrators but it does not contra

dict the idea that all persons should obtain an education in general matters 

and also in affairs of the state. If one refers again to the concept of a 
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pyramid structure, one could trace ra~rt;awi' s ideas that the society as a 

whole should receive a solid general education and above that a certain 

group, such as the sons of local administrators, should receive a more pre

cise training in administration and detailed political matters. 

A further statement concerning mass education is to be found in 

Murshid. Educating and reforming the people, rah~awI says, will make their 

minds acquire maturity and the ability to deal in important matters. He 

supplies this quote to support his statement~ 11 -If you pennit me to reform 

education, I assure you for reforming the whole world.' ,,16 

l'ah'~awI was not merely a theoretical reformer. He believed deelply 

that education could reform the world. Thus most of his work was devoted to 

this end, that is, education. Not only did he believe that education could 

refo:ntl the world, he also pracliised it. This goal of educating the people 

of Egypt took many forms. The two most striking examples are his School of 

Tranuation and his works, Hurshid and Manahij. The first served as a tool 

fortranamitting Western ideas and civilization, where l'ah~iwt himself 

translated and trained his students in translation, some of whom eventually 

filled important administrational and educational posts. The second, 

Murshid and Manihij, were written with the idea of providing textbooks to 

be used in the schools. They are similar to what we call school curricula. 
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Tah~awi's concept of mass education is certainly a liberal one, and 

the very fact that Tah~awi advocates it maybe taken as an indication of his 

democratic outlook. Put in the context of the Egypt of his day, where edu

cation had been a sole privilege of the elite, the mere idea that people have 

a right to be informed is extremely broadminded and liberal. 

In Manahij Tah~awi devotes considerable attention to the question of 

the rights of subjects concerning politics and the education of the citizens 

of a nation in political matters. 

Tah~awi speaks of the necessity of teaching the science of politics 

to citizens. It has been the custom, he says, to teach young children the 

eur'an or other religious books, depending on the religion of the country. 

There is no harm in this as such, he states. However, teaching the children 

of the citizens the principles of governmental political science, that is to 

say public governmental power and its subdivisions, has been neglected, 

despite the fact that it agrees with the public interest. There should be 

in each municipality a person who would teach the children the principles of 

politics and adm:in:istrati.on. The result of this learning would be the under

standing of the previously hidden aspects of the public interest which are 

returned to the people as a result of good administration and policies.17 

Tah~awi is thus stating that the citizens should be aware of the workings 

of their government and know what is their due. His statement that the 

teaching of religion alone is not sufficient carries important secular 

intonations. When he goes so far as to state that there is no harm in the 

teaching of religion as such, he is implying that an education comprising 

only religious training would be grossly lacking and almost inappropriate. 

Tahvawi goes on to state that the teaching of politics agrees with 

the public interest. Knowledge of the science of politics would make the 

http:policies.17
http:adm:in:istrati.on
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people aware of the rights of the government over them. 'When the principles 

of politics are instilled in the minds of youth so that they realize cause and 

effect, then it would become easier to practise them in later life. l'ahtaw! 

adds that the teaChing of' politics means showing the citizens their rights 

and duties. They are then able to protect their rights and to eliminate any 

injustice which could be inflicted on them. Therefore there should be in each 

district a person to teach the principles of' administration and the uses of 

the general assembly. This teaching, when given to educated persons, 'WOuld 

shape and influence their ideals and moral values. By means of this teach

ing would they understand that the accomplishment of their personal interests 

can only be through the public interest, which is that of' government and 

country.18 Tahtiwt is thus stating that the citizens of' a country should be 

aware of its system of administration in order to become eatable of taking a 

share in it. He is, as directly and openly as is feasible for him in the 

climate of Egypt of' his day, calling for the teaching of politics and admini

stration to all citizens. 

These statements concerning political. education take on new impor

tance when linked to the fact that Tahtaw!' s books, Manihij and Murshid, were 

intended as textbooks to be read in schools. It is interesting to reiterate 

here l'ah~awr' s statement in Murshid that if the subjects are not educated 

enough the ruler has the ability to limit their freedom until such a time as 

education has progressed, for with the reform of education comes the refonA 

of the whole world.19 He acknowledges the fact that Egypt may not be ready 

for a participatory democracy in his time but he is working towards making it 

feasible. 

Political. education is related to the rights and duties of subjects. 

Tahilwt explains that in order for a person to properly demand his rights and 

http:world.19
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to fulfill his duties he must know what his rights and duties are. In order 

to understand his rights and duties he requires knowledge of the governmental 

rules, that is to say, politics. Even should a person not want to serve the 

government, he requires knowledge of its rules and laws just as a person who 

20does work for the government. 

The rights and duties 
of subjects are intertwined 

The citizens of a nation are granted their rights, the greatest of 

which is freedom, on the condition that they perform their duties. Their bas

io duty is to obey the law. This obedience in turn necessitates the guaran

tee by their nation of their civil rights and privileges. In this way do 

citizens belong to a nation and become true members of its society. tah~awi 

elaborates on these ideas by stating that to be a member of the society 

means to perform one's duties towards the nation and not to simply demand 

one's rights. If a citizen does not fulfill his duties he would lose the 

oivil rights which would normally be his due. One may thus see that the 

21
rights and duties of both nation and citizen complement each other. 

The Duties of the Subjects 

Throughout his discussion in Takhl!~ of the rights of citizens to 

freedom, equality and justice, rah~awi returns to the idea that certain 

duties must be observed in order to merit these rights. We are informed on 

numerous occasions that these duties, as established in the Constitution, 

involve the practice of a person's rights within the limits of the law and 

without bringing harm to others by their practice. other clear-cut duties 

detailed in the Constitution involve taxation and military service. 22 

Tah't-awi dedicated his book, Manahij, to his nation. He stated that 
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I 

it was the duty of each member of the country to support the society as much 

as possible and to spread one's knowledge. 

have spent my effort, knowing that the nation would be kind to he 
who serves his country [even] a moment of time. It is know that the 
ways and means of serving are numerous. .All of them are useful •••• 
I ••• compiled this collection dealing with public interests through which 
the nation could widen the circle of civilization. 23 

Throughout Manahij Tahtawi speaks of the various duties of the citi

zens in a country. A rich person, for example, should support his ruler in 

increasing welfare practices such as hospitals, convalescent homes and 

orphanages. He also states that the function of the ruler is one of the im

portant religious duties. Elsewhere he says that God has ordered all persons 

to perform justice and good deeds. 24 

Patriotic duty 

Tahtawi explains that just as two Muslims are brothers so are two 

citizens of the same nation. This national brotherhood, as with religious 

brotherhood, implies that they have duties towards each other. They must 

support one another in improving their nation and in perfecting its system. 25 

When he speaks of the value of teaching the science of politics to 

the citizens of a nation, !ahtawi states that through this knowledge would 

they be aware of and appreciate the necessity and value of a government 

which makes demands upon them. Their duties include taxation, recruiting 

for the army and the expropriation of property for such public interests as 

road construction. Through the teaching of the principles of politics would 

the people realize that their personal interests are achieved through the 

public interest. That is to say, when a citizen performs a duty to the 

nation, he will in the future bezeaping the benefits of his own actions. 26 

Similar to the statements in ManBhij concerning the duties neces

sitated by national brotherhood are those to be found in Murshid concerning 
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, patriotism. It is the duty of citizens to support and assist one another. 

They should cooperate in reforming their nation. They should not seek to 

hold different opinions as this would be contrary to the good of the nation; 

nor should they seek their happiness at the expense of others. Elsewhere 

l'aht;a:wi states that men should devote their freedom to the honouring of their 

nation, their compatriots and the head of their state. Their duties towards 

their nation include military service and the support of their government in 

27its actions to protect the citizens' rights. 

l'ahtawi states that every Islamic kingdom is a wajan for all its 

Muslims. As such, it combines both patriotism and religion. It should 

therefore be protected by its inhabitants as a religi on and as a nation. 

Thus the Muslim, according to t'ahta'td, has a two-fold duty towards his 

nation. It involves not only a patriotic duty but a religious one as well. 28 

Civil Disobedience 

Tahtawi speaks at great length about the revolt of 18)0 in ~ich the 

French people ousted Charles X because of his failure to adhere to the Consti

tution. Tahtam was an eye-witness to this revolt and he records the events 

that led to the uprising and the actual fighting with great clarity and pre

cision. When compared with other sources, his account and analysis of the 

29situation are found to be highly accurate. 

In the introduction to his chapter on the 1830 revolt l'ahtawI says 

that he will be explaining the "cause that led the French to disobey their 

king." In his narration of the events building up to the revolt Tahtawi 

speaks of the gradual worsening of the situation and the increasing intoler

ance of the citizens to the actions of their king. The first indication that 

the subjects were not ready to accept whatever the king declared was, 
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Tahtaw! says, when the king ordered censorship of the press and broke several 

other laws of the Consti.tution. "As soon as these orders took place, most of 

those who were well-informed in politics had said that a great disaster was 

taking place and that many consequences would follow it. 11 The citizens were 

not prepared to accept such actions passively. 30 

Taht.aw! relates that the following day (July 27, 1830) "the factories 

and schools had shut down and some of the liberal Gazettes had appeared call

ing for the disobedience of the king and the rejection of his orders. ,t Fol

lowing the appearance of these papers, the police forbadetheir reading; they 

entered the print shops, broke several machines and arrested the printers. 

They insulted many of the subjects who showed signs of disobeying the 
arrangement of the king. This had strengthened the wrath of the French. 
The owners of these Gazettes, that is the French chiefs who write in 
these papers wrote a rejection declara~ion. They printed many copies 
and posted them on the walls of the city and they called on the subjects 
to fight. 31 

'lNhen the fighting began the subjects were ill-equipped to face the 

French army. As a result there were many casualties among the subjects. Due 

to this, 

Their wrath had increased.... The souls of the people were turned 
against their king because they, believed that he had ordered [tne soldiers] 
to fight. You 'WOuld not have passed in a street during this Veriod 
without hearing~ 'Arms! Arms!', 'Long live the Charter!' and Down with 
the kingl' 32 

Throughout his account of the 1830 revolt Tahta~ stresses the fact 

that the disobedience of the king's orders and finally open revolt against 

him were for the sake of upholding their freedom. The concept of revolt 

against a king for the sake of preserving one's freedom was surely a novel 

idea in the Egypt of Tahtaw!' s time. Yet l'ahta:w5: has returned numerous times 

in Takhlrs and Murshid to the idea that freedom is of utmost importance to a 

civilized nation. 33 

Another concept relatively novel to the Islamic world was that of 

http:nation.33
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civil disobedience. Rather than an army overthrowing a ruler by force, as 

was the usual method of changing a ruling power in the Muslim World, the 

French people themselves effected the revolt. 

Tah~awi appears to have affected a considerable shift in attitude 

concerning civil disobedience in his book, Manihij. He makes only one refer

ence to this issues 

The ruler must spend his effort to make all of his subjects pleased 
with him. He should••• treat them as he treats himself.... In return, 
they must obey him completely because God the most High had s,ud, 'Obey 
God and obey the Prophet and those who are rulers among you.'34 God had 
placed obeying the rulers along with obeying Him.... 'When an enemy of 
the ruler cornes•••they must help the king.... If he [the ruler] is 
just with them they should praise him and if he is unjust with them they 
should be patient until God••• guides him to justice. Until injustice 
disappears they should pray to God to send to h~ [the ruler] a staff of 
wise, courageous, honourable and just persons. 35 

This passage is in sharp contrast to one found in Takhlies "It was 

saids fIr you want to be obeyed, ask for what is possible. If God had decreed 

upon his servant 'What cannot be done, then He would have given an excuse in 

being disobeyed ~ 11136 

Whereas in Manahi.1 obedience to the ruler is a duty, in Takhlis dis

obedience approaches being a right or privilege of the subjects. This ap

parent shift in attitude may be interpreted in a number of ways. One might 

say that this statement is a reflection of the conservative, traditional 

attitude which he adopted in his old age or, more plausibly, it may simply 

be an indication of his awareness of the different conditions and climates 

in France and in Egypt. Possibly less idealistic than in his youth, ,!,ah~at4 

was certainly well aware of the limitations of Egypt of his time. His ex

ile . to the Sudan during the time of I Abbas could only have reinforced this 

realization. He should have been aware that if he were to speak too openly 

and boldly about reform it would not be acceptable. Far more could be achiev

ed if he were to maintain a "low-key" approach and attempt to effect gradual 

changes in the society. 

http:persons.35
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this lies the great importance of the Restoration in the political 
history of modem France. n 
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CHAPTER VI 

GOVFJtNM!NT BY REPRESENTATION 

Govermnent by Representation in Takhltc! 

Self-government 

l'aht.awi was greatly impressed with the French system of government, 

as evidenced by his attention to the details of the Constitution and the 

system of balance between the Chamber of Peers and the Chamber of Deputies. 

In numerous places he refers to the fact that the French enj oy a system of 

self-government. 

The members of the Chamber of Deputies are chosen by the people of 

the districts. Elsewhere he explains that they are elected by the elector

ate; that is, those who are called electors. This is of great benefit to 

the people, l'aht.aw! says, for it is impossible for each person to involve 

himself in the work of the government. They cannot rule and be ruled at 

the same time. Therefore the subjects authorize 430 deputies to represent 

them in consultations in Paris, to protect their rights and to act in their 

best interests. IISince the deputies replace the people and speak on their 

behalf, the people would be as if they are ruling themselves." l'ahtawi 

goes on to explain that these deputies will resist any injustice to them 

by themselves, so the people would be protected from any injustice. Each 

Frenchman has the right to becClTle a deputy if he satisfies certain con

ditions of age and property ownership.1 
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small or large, has an elected council. The 

election procedure is vividly described by iah't-awi. The names of those who 

have the right to vote are printed and posted in the streets one month before 

the election. At the time of the election each elector writes his choice 

secretly on a paper which is then folded and given to the election chief who 

in turn inserts it in the ballot box. 2 

Elsewhere Tah~awr elaborates on the idea of government for the bene

fit of the people when he states that the people have a right to propose mat

ters or to complain about certain things to members of either Chamber. Wheth

er or not this system of representative government was fully and justly 

operational in France is almost irrelevant. What is important is that 

Tah~awr was impressed with the written Constitution, which he translated in 

its entirety, and with the basic concepts of justice, equality and democratic 

method of governing which he perceived in the French system of laws•.3 

In his chapter on the July 18.30 revolt, Tah~ali[ described the French 

Revolution. The French had revolted in 17~ A.D., he explained. Tbey 

established a republic. Napoleon's power became great and he was feared by 

the other kings of Europe. These kings collaborated in removing him from 

power despite the love of the French people for him. The Bourbon monarchy 

was restored against the will of the French people. tlln order to make 

people accept his rule so that he could strengthen his monarchy, he [Louis 

XVIII J compiled a law between himself and the French people with their con

sent and agreement. ,,4 The people were now to have a say in the government, 

and although the monarchy was restored, it was not to be absolute. 

l'ahiali[ describes several instances in which even purer fonus of 

self-government were achieved, both during and after the 18.30 re,.,olt. 
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During the revolt itself popular courts were established. "The ruler had 

become the subjects themselves. The state could do nothing." Further on 

he relates how the city of Paris fell to the people. The Trioolour nag was 

nown from the Louvre and the Tuileries and the army deserted to the side of 

the people. lISince this time there was a provisional rule and a provisonal 

council to organize the country until agreement could be reached on instal

ling a new permanent ruler. 11 That is, the people could select a person of 

their choice to rule over them.. To this effect the Chamber issued two arti

cles. The first stated that the throne was void, "both in concept and in 

practice. 11 No one has the right to it yet it must be filled by someone. 

The second article stated that all articles of the former Constitution which 

indicate any superiority of certain groups must be replaced by others more 

in keeping with the interests of the French people. 5 
~ 

The Chamber of Deputies selected the wc d' Orleans to became ldng 

on the condition that he accept the throne with the restrictions of the new 

articles and that he swear loyalty in a manner to be decided by the deputies. 

The ldng should thereafter be named the king of the French people rather 

than the king of France, the former meaning that the people had made him 

king. In other words, the monarchy was not by inheritance and divine right; 

rather, it was bestowed by the people who had the power to give it to the 

person of their choice. In his acceptance of the throne, the Duc d'Orleans 

aclmowledged the power and authority of the subjects. Addressing the 

Chamber of Deputies who had selected him, he declared his realization that 

they were acting on behalf of all the subjects. 6 

Tah\ilwt deals in several places in Takhl.ii with the important ques

tion of rule by majority. He explained that the majority of the deputies 
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(300 opposed to 130) demanded the resignation of Polignac and Eeveral other 

ministers. It had always been the custom that the Chamber act in accordance 

with its majority. When the ldng ignored their vote it was the beginning of 

his o'Wl'l downfall. The ministers were removed and the French monarch was 

deposed. Elsewhere Tah-va1l4 explains that while the opinions of the French 

people are varied, each is permitted to express his opinion freely in the 

Chambers. "What is important i .. the opinion of the majority, and this is 

still the case until now. The revolt has not changed any ot it."7 In other 

words, the system of majority rule was not altered with the revolt. This 

statement can be seen as indirect praise for the revolt. Tah-van is showing 

that the revolt did not go against democratic principles; to the contrary, 

they were maintained and even reinforced by the principles behind the revolt. 

The balance of power between the 
Chamber of Deputies and the Chamber of Peers 

Taht-awt has recorded the articles in the French Constitution which 

set up a balance between the power of the ldng and the two Chambers. He 

explains that first is the power of the king, next the Chamber of Peers and 

then the Chamber of Deputies. The functions of the Chambers are also ex

amined. It is the purpose of the Chamber of Peers to JIlaintain the status 

quo and to defend the rights of the throne. The head of the Chamber of 

Peers is also the chief judge of France. The Chamber of Deputies, on the 

other hand, protects the subjects against the injustice of heavy taxation, 

and so forth. This Chamber is divided into saall councils called bureaux, 

No change is made in the policies of France without being discussed in these 

councils and then being accepted by the king. As was mentioned in the sec

tion on limited monarchy, the king has restricted authority. He must act 
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in accordance with the laws which are accepted by the members of the two 

Chambers. 'fah'~awi goes on to explain that the Chamber of Peers defends the 

king while the Chamber of Deputies protects the subjects. Either Chamber 

has the power to reject a law put forward by the other Chamber.8 

Political parties 

'fah't-awi supplies ample description to Ms readers of the system of 

poJl.tical parties in existence in France. He describes the three political 

parties--the royalists, liberals andlepublicans and their adherents. The 

society, he says, is divided into two major groups, the royalists and the 

liberals. The royalists, m.ostly priests and their followers, that is the 

supporters of the king, believe in absolute monarchy. They believe that 

the subjects should not be given the power to oppose the king. The other 

group, the liberals, who are pMlosophers, scholars and the majority of the 

subjects, believes in the supremacy of the law. The king should be only a 

tool in the implementation of this law. One portion of this group, called 

the republicans, demands that authority be given entirely to the subjects. 

They would dispense with the ldng and as a replacement would elect one of 

the people to rule over them. These opinions, 1all'~awi remarks, are far 

apart and the result is a diversity of opinion among the French people. 

"Some of the French want absolute monarchy, some 

want a monarchy limited in action by the laws and some want a repUblic. ,,9 

Elsewhere 'fah't-awS: describes the French Chambre des Deputes-: 

We have previously mentioned that the opinions of the French are varied. 
Even in the council they have different places. The royalists sit to the 
right side and the liberals to the lett side and the followers of the 
opinions of the ministers in the middle. Each of them expresses his 
opinion freely because what is important is the opinion of the majority!0 
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Government by Representation in Manahij 

Definition of the term "politics" 

'faht;.awi defines the art of politics or administration to be tithe 

principles and rules through which the kingdom is managed. I1 He elaborates 

on this~ IIDealing with this science, speaking about it and discussing it in 

meetings, gatherings and in the Gazettes is called ipolitics' from which the 

term 'politician' is derived. Politics, then, is everything which is related 

to the states its rules, relations and ties. ,,11 

Elections to select a ruler have given 
way to inherited rulers 

'faht;.awi explains that the ruler was in former times and in most 

kingdoms chosen by means of "the election by the majority and the consensus 

of the nation.1t This method was discontinued when elections resulted in 

civil disturbance and war, for "avoiding trouble had priority over seeking 

good." In order to maintain stability the monarchy became an inherited 

'ti 12POSl. on. 

Benign autocracy 

The image of the ruler which Tahtam portrays in Manahij is one of 

a benign autocrat rather than a monarch limited in power by the law and 

representative councils. 'raht-an explains that the subjects are in need of 

a person in charge· ...mo "could seek their happiness by improving their 

affairs. It Elsewhere he states that the unique authority of the ruler is 

beneficial to the subjects. The public good would be accomplished faster 

when one person is in charge than if it were dependent upon the conflicting 

wills of several persons. Taht-awi praises Isma'il who, he says, made the 
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people elect their representatives. These representatives would be consulted 

in matters which he wishes to bring about for the people's own benefit. In a 

similar vein is his statement that the king who loves his subjects loves their 

progress in governmental positions in order that he may consult their opinion. 

Despite his high status and unique position as ruler he does not dispense 

with the opinion of the majority.13 

1'all'vawi speaks in Manahij of government by delegation of authority 

rather than by representation. Since governing a country is too great a task 

for one person alone, the king would delegate lesser, more routine matters to 

courts and councils. These courts and councils are obliged to follow the laws 

which the king has compiled for them. Furthermore, the king is not respons

ible toward any of his subjects. "Rather," ,!,ah1iim remarks, "he should be 

reminded by the masters of laws and policies of wisdom in a subtle way_" They 

have no right to dictate his policy; their sole purpose is to advise. The 

major influence over the hearts of rulers is that of public opinion, l'ah1iam 

SayS~ That is, a ruler is not obliged to act in a certain manner. It is 

only out of deference to his subjects that he might be influenced by their 

wishes. 

Representation 

l'ahtawi has made several references to the question of represent

ation of the subjects in the affairs of the state. As has been mentioned 

previously, he states that under Isma':ll the people were allowed to elect 

15
representatives. Elsewhere he states that the king who loves his subjects 

encourages their progress in governmental positi ons. In his discussion con

cerning the necessity of teaching the subjects the art of politics1 1'ahtam 

states that the reason for doing so is the possibility that any person might 

be employed in the government. He then makes reference to a council of 
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deputies "and other elected councils." The mayor of a district is also 

elected by the people.16 The position of mayor was seen by Tah'!iawi to 

have great significance. 

The function of the councils 

A Chambre des Deputes as known in Franoe did not exist in the Egypt 

of Tah'!iawi ' s time. As recorded by Tah'!iawi in Manahi.1, it was the funotion 

of the oouncils to present information and advioe to the ruler, not to make 

decisions. The councils acted only as assistants. In other words, the 

ruler was perfectly free to reject their advice, unlike the French monarch 

who swore to obey the laws and rule by the decisions of the councils. 

As was mentioned previously, the ruler desoribed in Manahij would 

delegate sane of his authority to courts and oouncils, especially in de

tailed matters.17 Tah'!iawi said that the subjects' representatives are 

consulted in administrational and organizational matters; their power re

mains on the level of advioe. Tahtawi ' s most revealing statement concem

ing the function of these councils is the following: The royal authority 

is the legislative authority, different from the executive authority 

which is delegated to the ministers, heads of councils, and others. The 

sole function of the council of deputies and special councils is to study 

oases, write reports, record the opinions of the majority and to present 

that to the ruler.18 In other words, at that point their authority 

abruptly ends. Theirs is not a deoision-maldng power; rather, it is a 

body of oonsultation and advice-giving. 
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The role of the majority 

Tah~aw! has made several references in Manahij to the role of the 

majority in the running of the at"tairs of the nation. They cannot, however, 
19 

be compared with those statements concerning majority rule in TakhlI6( 'Which 

state that the parliament and the king are obliged to adhere to the decision 

of the majority. 

In Manahij Taht-aw! states that the ruler had previously and in most 

kingdoms been selected tlby the election of the majority and the consensus of 

the nation." This method had later given way to inherited rule. The king, 

we are told, consults the opinion of the majority but this is only due to his 

benign nature. "It is known that the king who loves the subjects••• , despite 

his high status, is not satisfied with his uniqueness and does not dispense 

with the majority [opinionJ_" The representative bodies act as a channel 

which allows the subjects to communicate their opinions to the ruler. liThe 

special councils and the council of deputies ••• study the cases, write re
20 

ports, record the opinions of the majority and present these to the ruler." 

The $1bjects do not speak directly to the ruler; it is through a pyramid 

structure of people to deputies and councils to ruler by which the subjects" 

opinion is heard. 
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CHAPTER VII 

LAW AND AUTHORITY 

The Ultimate Autho~ty in the 
State--the King or the Law 

In France the law is above the king 

In Takhl~~ Tah~awt provides us with a very detailed description of 

the system of law compiled by Louis XVIII, the French monarch, for his 

people. This law, rah-vawt observes, can be seen to be very valuable, de

spite the fact that it does not fom a part of the Islamic Shari'a. One 

of the major reasons for its great value is the fact that it upholds the 

principles of justice and equality. The French use this law as a base for 

their policy. Their adherence to this system of law has brought them pros

l
perityand contentment. 

The law, however, does not emanate from, and concern itself with, 

the ruler alone. The people or their representatives often have a place in 

the compiling of laws. The law protects the rights of the citizens. While 

it also places many restrictions on them, these restrictions are for the 

good of the public interest. Stability, reached through law and order, is 

desirable in order to achieve the best interests of the people. 

Despite the fact that the law is known as the law of the particular 

king who compiled it and is not executed without his signature, the king's 

authority is limited by the law. Upon ascending to the throne the king 
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must swear obedience to the Constitution. He is not above the law and can 

2
be sentenced. Tah"tia'd states~ 

It becomes clear for you that the king of France does not have 
absolute freedcm and that the French policy is a limiting law in a 
way that the ruler is the king with the condition that he act in 
accordance with what is mentioned in these laws which are accepted 
by the members of the different councils.3 

Tah"tiawt gives a vivid description of the various political parties in 

France and their tendencies. The r.oyalists hold the belief that all author

ity should be in the hands of the ruler; the subjects should not be in a posi

tion which would enable them to oppose him. The liberals, on the other hand, 

"believe that only law should be taken into consideration. The king is 

merely the executor of••• the laws, as if he were a tool." The republicans, 

an offshoot of the second party, would see the authority entirely in the 

hands of the subjects. They would dispense with the monarchy.4 

One might say that the 1830 revolt was fought over the question of 

who should have the final authority, whether the king or the laws. Charles 

X went against the law and tried to reestablish absolute monarchy. He did 

not wish to acknowledge the authority of the Chambers in the decision

5making process.

The manner in which the Duc d' Orleans ascended to the throne was 

proof to Tah~awi that the French Constitution had gained sovereignty over 

the king. After the revolt, the Chamber of Deputies had issued several 

articles, the first of which stated that no person had the right to the 

throne, although it should be filled by someone. In other words, the family 

of the Bourbons did not have the exclusive right to the throne. The law 

dictated that no one had the innate right to be king. 6 

, 
The Duc d' Orleans aclmowledged the authOrity of the law. Tah~awi 
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relates the speech made by the Duc after the Chamber of Deputies had offered 

him the throne. He stated that the revolt was the result of Charles X's 

disobedience of the law. Taht;i.w! states that he ended his speech with the 

declaration, "-The Constitution is now the law,' meaning that he would act 

in accordance with the laws of the kingdom and that they would be followed 

because they are truthful." 7 

,
Taht.i.wi notes that the Duc d' Orleans was granted the authority to be 

king; it was not his perogative. He quotes another statement by the Duc': 

"l have accepted your installing upon me the authority••• although I had nev

er planned to ascend to the throne given to me by the French people. It 

Elsewhere Taht;awi states that it was the Chamber of Deputies who had re

quested that the Duc "accept the throne and the conditions by the form of 

giving loyalty in the way decided by the deputies.1! One of these conditions 

was that he be named the king of the French people rather than the king of 

France, thus indicating that he was king by the will of the people. 

Taht;i.wi explained that this was of great symbolic importance to the French 

people. For them the title, liking of France ll , indicated his superiority 

over the land and its people and their inability to contest his authority. 8 

Finally, one must note Taht;awi 1 s analysis of the relation existing 

in France between the king and the law. It is clear to him which force 

has the ultimate authOrity. 

Ruling according to freedom means establishing equality concerning 
the rules and the laws in a way that the ruler does not inflict 
injustice on any person; rather, the laws are what are sought in a 
judgment. 9 
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The authority of the ruler as 
described in Manahij and Murshid 

It is equally obvious that the ruler, as pictured in Murshid and 

Manahij. is the ultimate authority within the context of the state. While 

Tahiawi does not make reference in Murshid to the relative strengths of the 

king and the law, he does speak of the king's position in decision-making. 

Tah~awi states that the ruler does not have the right to decide what is cor

rect or not if such a decision disagrees with the religious positions estab

lished by the imams. The ruler should rely on their fatwa (opinion), and in 

this way, Tahia~ says, imamship replaces prophethood in guarding both re

ligion and worldly affairs. Yet Tah~awi goes on to state that it is permis

sible for the ruler to forbid the meeting of the abl al-l}all wa al-' agd. 

ThelUler may prevent this normally permitted meeting if he decides that it is 

in the best interests of the subjects, whether in religious or worldly affair~ 

10to do so. 

From this passage one may observe that the ruler does, in fact, wield 

great power within the state. As has been discussed previously,ll the 

ruler's observance of consultation with religiOUS leaders might only be a 

matter of paying lip-service. The power of the religious scholars does not 

go beyond advice. 

The strength of the ruler is very clear-cut in Manahij. We are told 

that lithe ruler is••• the first possessor of authority in the state. I! As has 

been outlined previously in chapter IV, the royal authority is in the hands 

of the ruler. He possesses many privileges, among which is the right to 

order councils to organize decrees, which in turn would not be effective un

til he signs than. Elsewhere in Manahij Tah~awi states that IIlaw is in 

reality a right of the rulers." Although he mentions that the royal power is 
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conditioned by the laws, he goes on to state: UExecuting the law is related 

to the ruler because the organization and classification of these laws and 

doing things in accordance with them depends on his orders. ,,12 

In addition, respect for the laws goes back to respect for the king. 

When he decrees a law and signs it, it becomes related to his position and 

thus should not be rejected. Thus law--that is, man-made law compiled either 

by the ruler or under his authority--is shown to hold an inferior position to 

the ruler in terns of authority in the state. Rather than law, it is public 

opinion which Taht-aw5: claims to have more of an influence on the ruler. 

"Public opinion is the dominant authority over the hearts of kings and lead

ers because it is not lenient in its ruling. Ill) As has been demonstrated 

previously, however, the opinion of the subjects is not necessarily a bind

ing force upon the ruler. As for the relation between the ruler and the 

Shari'a, one might add that while in theory the authority of the ruler was 

subject to its limitation, the Shari'a was, however, subject to wide inter

pretation to the extent that in actuality the authOlrity of the ruler could 

be considered unlimited. 

The Shary'a and Law Based on Reason 

ItShari l a or Shar' ,n as defined by E. Rosenthal in Islam in the 

Modern National State, "is the entire corpus of divinely revealed law; it 

regulates the path to Allah, orders the Muslim believer's entire life from 

birth to death, and ensures his happiness in this world and the hereafter." 

He also quotes a Hanaf! definition of Figh, a synonym of Shari'a$ !l'the 

knowledge of the rights and duties whereby man is enabled to observe right 

conduct in this life, and to prepare himself for the world to come. ,,,14 

In addition, E. Rosenthal provides us with a detailed explanation of what 
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the Shari I a stands for. He says: 

Traditionally, jurisprudence is divided into ~ (principles) and 
turn' (branches, derivations, i.e. the law in force). We are at 
p;;;sent concerned only with the principles, of which there are four: 
Qur'an (the revealed word of God) and Sunna (the example and sayings 
of the prophet Muha:mmad) are the fundamental sources, to which have 
been added i;jma' lthe consensus of the community represented by the 
'ulama of the age) 1 and ~ (legal deduction by analogy). It is 
significant that modern adherents of the Islamic state equate Shari'a 
with Qur'an and ~ or with the ~ur'an alone. l , 

1 'Ulama has come to mean the .Huslim religious scholars, both 
theologians and jurists (who are originally designated tuqaha. 
experts in Figh. 

Although this Shari~a, as defined above, was held by *ah~awi to be 

unquestionable, he has a liberal interpretation of it. In addition, he is 

willing to accept those innovations which do not contradict the Shan'a. He 

also states that if one examines the Shan'a and understands its origins, 

one may find in it the justification for the existence of different politi

cal systems, that is, absolute monarchy, limited monarchy and republic.16 

This same position was elaborated on by Professor Gibb: "From these 

principles (of Shan'a] it is possible to deduce many different political 

systans, both monarchical and republican, and a wide variety of mechanisms 

of government, provided only that the supreme law of the State, the Shan'a, 

is respected. ,,17 

Thus it is possible, according to Tah~aw5:, to deduce from the 

Shar~~a different political systems. It is also possible to deduce the same 

political systems through the European laws, that is to say, the laws of 

reason. Tah~aw5:t s outlook here is certainly quite liberal. He states that 

the French law, dictated by reason, is just and good, despite the fact that 

it is not in the Shad'a. 
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this law•••has certain matters which are just and good as cannot 
be denied by any intelligent person.... Let us mention it to you, 
although most of what is in is it not in God's Book, nor in the 
tradition of His messenger, may God greet him and pray upon him.1S 

He is allowing a comparison between the t WO major systems of law. He is 

putting them on an equal footing. This is certainly a step forward taken 

by 'fah~aw5: who, unlike other Muslim scholars who would not accept any law 

other than the Shari'at does not only accept the European laws but also 

gives them similar value to that of the Shari'a. 

In addition, 'faht-Iw5: tries to bridge the gap between these two major 

systems of law and attempts to reconcile the'blo. He presents the F,uropean 

systems of government in a positive and favourable language and he breaks 

the traditional position of looking at these systems as strange, alien and 

totally unacceptable. 

In another statement which concerns natural law, 'fah~awi makes a 

comparison between the Islamic and European systems of law. Jurisprudence 

(usul al-figh) is what the Europeans call natural rights or natural laws. 

Natural laws are rules of reason; upon them are based their civil rules of 

right and wrong. What the Muslims call the branches of figh the Europeans 

call the civil rules.19 E. Rosenthal has commented on Tahtolw5:' s comparison: 

ItThe influence of the French Enlightenment is evident in al-Taht-awi's view 

that the principles of Islamic law are not very different from Natural Law 

which forms the basis of modern Europe. u2O 

'fah'\iaw! has dealt with the subject of natural laws in his book, 

Murshid. He states: 
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Justice••• coincides with What was spelled out by philosophers and the 
religious laws (sharaJi·)of the prophets before Islam. It was praised 
by both religion (al-shar') and nature, although praise of natural laws 
does not have any substance if it is not established by the Lawgiver 
(al-5hB.ri ~) • 21 

These natural laws, which are based on reason, existed even before 

religions. They are the foundation of the world. God, in His divine wisdom, 

had placed this system of laws in the human faculties. He made it universal 

for all men so they be able to distinguish between good and evil. They are 

above the differences in the laws of different nations and cannot be opposed 

without causing disturbances to God's creatures. 22 In other words, natural 

laws were placed in man's reasoning faculties by the grace of God. They do 

not contradict the religious laws. 

Although it seems here that .ailt-awl: eonsiders natural law to be 

based on reason, it appears in other places that he considers natural law 

to be the result of man's instinct. Tah-vawi' 5 position fluctuates between 

these two understandings of natural law; that is, the result of reason or of 

instinct. 

Most of these natural laws are not contradicted by the religious 
rules. They are natural, created by God the most High in man. God 
has made them inseparable from man' 5 existence as if they were formed 
for man.... Afterwards the religious laws had been revealed through 
prophets and books.... They [the natural laws] have preceded the 
revealed religions in nations and communities. The laws of ancient 
philosophers and states had been based on these natural laws through 
which man was guided in his ways of life in previous eras. 23 

Religious or political authorlt;r 

From the existence of two systems of law, one by religion and the 

other by reason, there naturally emerges two distinct systems of authority 

upon which the order of a state could be established. At the same time, 

however, Tah-Vawi attempts to prove that within the context of an Islamic 

http:al-5hB.ri
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state these two systems are not necessarily contradictory. 

In Takhli;; 1'alr~aw! states that the law is called by the French, the 

Sharl'a, and hence they speak of the Shari' a of different kings. 24 Thus we 

are told that the French Sharl~ a is related to a king. The authority of the 

law is derived from man rather than religion. yet 1'alrt.aw! proceeds in 

Takhli;; to set it on close to equal footing with the order of law in Islamic 

lands. In any case, this man-made law serves as the ultimate authority in 

the French state. 

Taht.ald proceeds to discuss the French law and to translate their 

Constitution, the first time that a European system of laws had been made 

available through translation to the Arab world. 25 He feels a need to justi

fy this effort and explain to his readers the valuable results which have 

ensued from such a law. Thus he states that this man-made law is adhered 

to by the French. They respect this authority; they assume it as a base for 

their policy. Taht.aw! states that this law is still followed and accepted 

by the people due to the f act that their reasons had decreed that the justice 

which is a result of the law is one of the causes of the development of king

doms and the satisfaction of the people. Both rulers and subjects were led 

to believe in this authority, for it has been proven to have great value and 

to produce good results such as increased prosperity, wealth and happiness 

for the citizens and their nation. 26 

A statement concerning different systems of law and the just kingdom 

is to be found in Murshid. 1'ah~aw! states that "the rules of a ,just kingdan 

••• follow either religious or political laws. ,,27 That is, there exist two 

parallel means of achieving the just kingdom. 

As was discussed previously, 1'ah~awt describes the second article of 

http:nation.26
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the French Constitution which deals with taxation. This law, he says, is 

purely political. In other words, it is not a law derived from religion. 

!aht-a>wi praises it and says that it has resulted in justice, prosperity and 

contentment. That is, a political, man-made law has great value. t'aht-awi 

adds that the basis for such a law might be found in the Shad'a. 28 Thus 

one may note an element of reconciliation; he is attempting to make this 
,

law appear familiar or, at least, not contrary to the Shad a. 

Shortly after this statement in Takhlr~, however, Taht-awi states 

simply and clearly that a difference does most definitely exist. The 

source of authority of the French law is separate and distinct from the 

source of authority for the law of Islamic states. 

The legal rules Which are established for the French•••are not derived 
from the Holy books; rather, they are taken from other laws, most of 
which are political. They are canp1etely different from Shara'i / , 
[religious laws].... They are called the French rights, meaning the 
rights of the French people concerning each other. That is because the 
rights according to the French are different.39 

In 1aht-awi t s description of the circumstances surrounding the 

crowning of the Due d t Orleans as king he discusses the change which was made 

in the title of the French monarch. The title, liking of all France and 

Navarre by the grace of Godl! had become simply liking of the French." 

very interested in the importance attached to these two 

titles by the French people. The first title, he explained, implied that 

the king was given his position by divine right. The king was "possessor 

of the land and the authority over it." This authority was granted by God 

to his family; the subjects had no say in it. The second title, on the other 

hand, implied that the king was installed in his position by the will of the 

people. t'aht-lwi continuess 

http:different.39
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If this were here for us the two statements would be equal. The 
...~ fact that the 1d.ng is a king by the choice of his subjects does 

not contradict that this had come from God the most High as generosity 
and charity from God. There is no difference for us, for example, 
between [saying] the king of the Persians and the 1d.ng of the land of 
the Persians. 30 

Thus Taht.a~ is explaining to his readers that for the French people, 

to say liking of France ll means by the grace of God rather than deriving from 

the people. That is, the source ot authority is divine rather than origi

nating from man. Tah~a~ adds that for Muslims any distinction between the 

two titles is superficial. The fact that a king has reached his high posi

tion through political means does not contradict the fact that his achieve

ment is, in reality, by the will of God. In other words, political authority 

does not necessarily contradict God's will. 

In Murshid ,!,ah~aY.r departs from the traditional position to state 

that civilization can be achieved through either the Shari'a or man-made 

laws. Those countries whose laws are political and man--ma.de are under a 

non-religious authority. The law of freedom is the base of their civiliza

tion. This non-religious authority occurs only in such countries. In 

Islamic kingdoms, however, civilization is based on religious laws. One is 

not obliged to make decisions because right and wrong are determined by the 

Sharl:
1 
a. ,!,ah~awi states that llthere is no acceptance of any opinion 

without a religious legal proof." He adds that one should not use one's 

own opinion in dealing with God's religion. Religious authority should be 

followed unquestionably.3l 

I1sewhere in Murshid Taht.iwi refers again to the existence of a 

dual system of authority in the world. He declares$ 

http:unquestionably.3l
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Political [i.e. man-ma.de] and religious decrees, a.round which. the 
order of the world is established, are based on the sound rational 
decrees Which are free of religious prohibitions [i.e. which do not 
contradict religion}•••because both politics and religion are based 
on wisdom which we can ccmprehend or on religious wisdom, the wisdom 
of which is lmown by God the most High. We ought not to depend on 
what is right or wro~ according to the intellect unless it is 
mentioned in the Shar that it is right or wrong.32 

Thus we are told that both systems are based on sound decrees Which 

do not contradict religion. Political decrees are based on what the mind 

can understand, While religious decrees are based on wisdom known to God. 

A1though rah~I:w5: takes this stand, at the end of this passage he appears 

to retreat and state that we should not ccme to our own conclusions about 

what is right and wrong unless it has been declared by the religion to be 

correct or not. 

http:wrong.32
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CONCLUSION 

Tahiiwi, as has been seen throughout this thesis, has made an 

immeasurable contribution to the process of modernization of the Egyptian 

sOciety. He could be considered to be one of the main pillars of the 

Egyptian and Arab renaissance. 

Tahiawi is a thinker who could be counted among those who have 

contributed to the concept of freedan. His views on the freedan of the 

individual and the advocacy of what would today be labelled "human rights" 

show a great similarity to those expressed b,y the writers of the French 

Enlightenment. His statements on freedan of religion were very outspoken 

and liberal especially for saneone who was an Azharite shaykb. His elab

oration on the value of freedom of the press is very significant. It is 

tied in with his appreciation of the European culture and liberty of polit 

ical thought. His praise of freedan of the press extends to the end of 

his life; it is to be found in Murshid as well as in Takbli§. 

Tahiald1 s statement on political freedom is worthy of note. While 

not outstanding in itself, taken in the context of what had been said, 

or rather, what had not been said in past centuries b,y Muslim thinkers, 

it was a landmark. 

Along with the more customary manners of viewing freedCl/l, as 

freedan of the individual, of religion, and so on, Tahiim spoke of the 

value and necessity of the citizens of a nation to have the liberty to 
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practise agriculture, trade and industry. By this he means that the 

workers should be granted the fruits of their own labour. Some writers, 

such as AMel-+!alek, have made much importance of tah~awrt s remarks, 

only briefiy touched on in this thesis. His economic thought, involving 

the value of labour and other such concepts, is a whole field of study in 

itself. 

Tah~awi' s statements on the concepts of equality and justice are 

also of great significance. He has built upon his Islamic base and added 

on what he had acquired of ideas of the French Enlightenment. His reading 

of Montesquieu, l'Esprit des 101s, Rousseau, Le Contrat social, and works 

by Volta1re must certainly have had a great impact on the development of 

his thought. 

The influence of French philosophical writers is also to be seen 

in Tah~aw5:t s concept of the state and his appreciation of the idea of law 

and order. In fact, his concept of stability is one of the most basic 

aspects of his political thought. Law and order create an atmosphere in 

which freedom can thrive. Without stability, Tah~awi says, the citizens 

would be unable to enjoy their rights within their nation. 

Stability is achieved through a ld..ngdom and a ruler. In Takhlis 

Tah~awi describes in great detail the example of limited monarchy as set 

up in France. Tah~awi was truly impressed with the French system of 

government. Sane may say that he never intended that it should be copied, 

and in his writings of later years such as Murshid and Manihij one does 

not find a call for the wholesale adoption of the French political system. 

Tah~awi, however, asserts in several occasions that the French system has 
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great value for those who would listen, indicating that many lessons 

could be learned fran it. In any case, one should not reach the con

clusion that 'fabt;i.wi: forsook all attempts to introduce European concepts 

concerning justice, freedan, education, and so on. Rather, 'fabt;iwi 

realized that the way to introduce these ideas was through the reform of 

education, the translation of European works and the fostering of pride in 

Egypt as a separate nation with both a past and a future. 'faht;i14' s con

tribution in the field of education is deserving of a study in itself. 

He was actively involved in the educational policies of both Mul}.ammad 

'Ali and Ismi.'il. The works which Tabt;iwi either translated himself or 

had their translation ordered had an immeasurable effect on the introduc

tion ot European ideas and technology to Egypt. Through the efforts of 

men like 'Cabt;ltd, Egypt at the end ot Mul}.ammad 'Ali' s rule was considered 

as one of the great powers of the time. In addition, 'fabt;i.wit s concept 

of patriotism and his varied efforts throughout his long career to foster 

a feeling of pride in Egypt as a nation were no doubt a result of his 

awareness of the national pride of European countries acquired in part 

through his readings of the histories of various nations. It should be 

noted that Taht;iwi's usage of the term bubb al-watan and his numerous 

writings and actions which demonstrate his interest in patriotism form 

an important aspect of his political thought. Thus 'faht;am continued 

throughout his career to advocate, in a variety of ways, new concepts 

which he had acquired in France, but this did not necessarily mean that 

he believed that the French system of government should be imitated 

unthinldngly. 

http:fabt;i.wi
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Tahtawi's concern for the welfare of the people of Egypt is 

exemplified in his discussion of the rights and duties of subjects, both 

of whieh are seen to lead to contentment and prosperity. The problems 

of civil disobedience and of government ~ representation are seen in 

different lights in l'ah~awi' s earlier work, Takhli~ and in the later 

works of Manahij and Murshid. While l'ah~awi had admired the French ex

ample, he had at the same time not rejected his Islamic values. 

l'ah'\iawi's description of the two parallel systems ~ which one 

may justly govern a state and, in fact, order one's whole existence is 

the most outstanding example of 'fahiawi's attempt at reconciliation of 

two very different ways of life and thought. It is believed that one of 

the major problems, if not the major, facing any Arab or Muslim modernist 

is that of reconciliation or coexistence between Shari'a and law; that is, 

between religious law and man-made law. This has been and still is the 

most controversial issue. After 1'ahiaw1:' s sojoum in Paris he held on to 

two cultures and two systems of value with seemingly no inner conflict 

from which later thinkers such as MutLammad 'Abdu, al-AfghanI, Al}mad Lu~fi 

al-8ayyid and 'faha Ijusayn were to suffer. 1'ah~aw5:' s sanewhat simplistic 

solution to the problem of the existence of two cultures was to state 

either that their coexistence should lead to no conflict as they can be 

considered to derive fran the same origin or else lead to the same result, 

or at least that they should be viewed to be on an equal footing. Events 

after 1'ah'\iawt's death, such as the invasion of Egypt ~ the British and 

the resulting confrontation with Europe as a colonial power were to event

ually prove l'ah~awi' s solution to be an oversimplification of the canplex 
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issue of adoption or rejection of the values of the West. These 

issues did not, however, affect Taht;awI.: in his relation with the West. 

He was able to delight in the discovery of new sources of lmowledge. 

Justice is not done to Taht;a'Wi when his ideas are examined either 

in part or out of context. Since his positions fluctuate between his two 

cultures, it would be very easy to label him as a conservative as Zolondek 

alaim.s, or as a progressive revolutionary as Abdel.:t1alek and Louis 'AwaeJ, 

have done. Both stands could be supported by statements taken frQ'll 

Taht;a'Wi's works. A more thorough examination, however, proves that he is 

a combination of the two. In addition to his interest in Europe and its 

advancement and prosperity, he was very interested in the revival of the 

traditional Islamic heritage and achievements. This is shown in his 

great interest in the system of thought of Ibn Khaldiin, and in the life 

of the Prophet. He called Ibn Khaldiin the Montesquieu of the :t-luslims, 

and Montesquieu the Ibn Khaldiin of the French. He was, in addition, the 

first to write a modern biography of the Prophet MulJ.ammad, indicating 

his attempt to revive the past. 

Taht;iwi is simply a mixture of a traditional thinker and a liberal 

reformist. Justice is not done to him when we t'r"J to judge him by our 

own criteria and values. One should not demand from a reformer what could 

be demanded frcm a militant. Similarly, a liberal"'1'llinded man should not 

be labelled as a traditional conservative or reactionary merely because 

he was caught in certain ciroumstances such as the political alimate of 

Egypt of his time. 
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